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Abstract

In the mission to slow down global warming, the replacement of fossil fuels by renewable
energy resources is key. A tipping point in the adoption of renewable energy resources
is notable, as they are becoming economically more viable. Offshore wind energy is
considered essential in realizing the greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. However,
high construction, installation, and maintenance costs cause offshore wind to remain in
competition with fossil fuel-based energy. Therefore, further reduction of offshore wind
energy costs is crucial.

The most common method of wind energy cost reduction is the upscaling of nominal
power ratings by increasing the size of the rotor. However, an alternative way for attain-
ing cost reductions might be the employment of a radically different hydraulic drivetrain
concept. Hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines have the potential of lowering the con-
struction and maintenance cost of wind farms by using a shared hydraulic network.
Hydrostatic power, generated by individual wind turbines, is transmitted to a central
location where electrical power is collectively generated. However, challenges arise in the
control of hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms, e.g., limited pump torque controllability and
increasingly complex coupled dynamics for a rising amount of employed wind turbines.

Current control strategies for hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms are developed based on
classical control methods. These methods become less suitable for maximizing the col-
lective power of larger wind farms. Therefore, this thesis presents a modification of
the existing convex economic model predictive control (CEMPC) framework for conven-
tional wind turbines, such that it becomes compliant to the domain of single-turbine and
multi-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms. The CEMPC method provides compu-
tational tractability by circumventing the nonlinear nature of the dynamics. A novelty
in this work is that the CEMPC framework is scalable for the control of multiple wind
turbines. Moreover, an additional algorithm is proposed to extend the applicability of
this framework to control wind turbines containing digital displacement pumps.
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In a simulation study, the performances of the developed CEMPC framework applied to a
single-turbine and two-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm are compared for different
wind speed scenarios. The proposed CEMPC framework shows its ability to adequately
control the employed wind farms. When comparing the obtained power production
efficiencies with a conventional wind farm employing NREL 5-MW reference turbines,
the efficiency of the hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm is 10%-17% lower compared to the
reference wind farm. To reduce the levelized costs of offshore wind energy, the hydraulic-
drivetrain wind farm concept has to provide at least an equivalent cost reduction over
the wind farm’s lifetime. The scalability in the number of controlled turbines makes the
proposed CEMPC framework for hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms a promising candidate
for realizing the necessary cost reduction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decades, it has been generally accepted that the extensive usage of fossil
fuels causes severe damage to the environment. In 2019, fossil fuels accounted as the
energy source for 86% of the world’s direct primary energy consumption [7]. With a
rising world population and developing economies in, e.g., Asia and Africa, it is highly
presumable that the overall energy demand will continue to increase [49]. Therefore, it
is imperative to shift from fossil towards more renewable sources of energy.

Figure 1-1: Global LCOEs from newly commissioned, utility-scale renewable power gen-
eration technologies, 2010-2020. The global weighted-average LCOE values are shown,
the bands of the colored boxes represent the 5th and 95th percentile bands for renewable
projects. The gray horizontal box denotes the cost range of fossil fuels [33].
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2 Introduction

Up until recently, fossil fuels have been financially most price competitive, and therefore,
the most extensively used energy resource in society and industry [33]. Investment
and development in renewable energy technologies, encouraged by authority incentives
such as the Paris Climate Agreement [67] and the European Green Deal [25], have
significantly reduced the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of green energy resources [33],
as visible in Figure 1-1. In Europe, a large portion of future renewable energy capacity
is envisioned at offshore sites. The deployment of turbines in wind farms at offshore
locations eliminates design and operation limits due to issues like spatial occupancy,
cast shadow, and noise constraints [25]. Moreover, wind speeds are generally higher
offshore [22, 77]. Compared to onshore wind energy, offshore construction costs are
typically 1.5 to 2 times higher due to the need for supports, foundations, and marine
wiring [30]. Moreover, maintenance is technically and operationally more challenging on
sea, and therefore more expensive than onshore maintenance operations [14]. Figure 1-1
shows that the LCOE of offshore wind energy is significantly higher than onshore energy,
and is not ready to compete with the cheapest form of fossil fuel energy. To speed up
the expansion of offshore wind power capacity, it is required to further reduce the LCOE
of offshore wind.

1-1 Reducing the levelized costs of offshore wind energy

A commonly used method of reducing the costs of wind energy has been to upscale
the nominal power rating of offshore wind turbines by increasing the size of the rotor
[10, 26]. This significantly decreased the LCOE, resulting in the first tenders for subsidy-
free offshore wind farms to be built in the Netherlands by 2022 [78]. However, further
cost reductions are necessary to facilitate wind power capacity growth, such that climate
goals can be achieved [78].
Another method of reducing the LCOE is clustering wind turbines in a wind farm. This
enables the use of shared electrical infrastructure, leading to a reduction of construction
and maintenance costs [71]. However, a more dense layout increases the chance of wake
interaction among wind turbines. This negatively affects the wind quality of downstream
turbines, inducing increased turbine loads and reduced power outputs, resulting in a
suboptimal farm operation. To address the negative effects of wakes, wake control (WC)
is starting to play a significant role [2, 21, 27, 73].
Maintenance still accounts for 20-25% of the total LCOE of current wind power systems
[14]. Lowering the frequency and cost of maintenance will therefore have a significant
impact on the profitability of wind farms. Early-fatigue damage can often be attributed
to the direct coupling of the drivetrain to the rotor, which is subjected to dynamical
loads induced by turbulent wind fluctuations. Especially, the gearbox in conventional
wind turbines is sensitive to wear and is the main contributor to maintenance costs [51].
Hydraulic systems could be an alternative to conventional maintenance-critical wind
turbine drivetrains. In many industries, hydraulics have proven to be efficient under
harsh conditions and undergoing heavy loads [17, 43].
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1-1 Reducing the levelized costs of offshore wind energy 3

Conventional high-maintenance and heavy mechanical and electrical components, which
are located in the nacelle, can be replaced by a hydraulic pump. This is graphically
shown in Figure 1-2. The pump uses the mechanical power harvested from the wind to
create a high-pressure fluid flow, which is transmitted through a hydraulic network to-
wards a centralized mechanical hydro-turbine. The energy contained in the flow is used
to drive the rotation of a generator shaft. The robustness of the hydraulic components
and improved torsional dynamics, due to added damping of the fluid medium, can sub-
stantially stretch the expected lifetime of wind turbines. Moreover, it enables operation
at lower wind speeds, lower tip-speed ratio (TSR), and higher torques [43]. Furthermore,
hydraulic components have a high power density and, hence, could facilitate a weight
reduction of the head mass. As the head mass of the nacelle appears in several design
criteria for the turbine tower design [30], this might enable a reduction of structural
material and costs of the wind turbine tower. Finally, a hydraulic drivetrain enables
centralized power production of multiple hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines (HWTs)
using a single hydro-turbine. This should minimize the number and total volume of
maintenance-sensitive electronic equipment [17]. Finally, the hydro-generator can be
placed in an accessible location close to sea level [12, 50].

Figure 1-2: Component reduction in Delft Offshore Turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind tur-
bine nacelles. High-critical mechanical and electrical components of a conventional wind
turbine are replaced by a single hydraulic pump, which is directly coupled to the rotor shaft.
This results in a decrease in nacelle weight, and maintenance needed.
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4 Introduction

1-2 Hydraulic-drivetrain wind power plants

The introduction of hydraulic transmission systems in the wind industry provides new
possibilities by allowing the combination of fluid power from multiple wind turbines for
centralized power generation. In literature, two fluid transmission systems are mainly
discussed: closed-loop oil-based transmission systems [9, 17, 43] and open-loop seawater-
based transmission systems [17, 35, 70, 72]. A disadvantage of oil-based transmission
systems is that an extensive amount of mineral oil is utilized, with risks of oil leaks
and fire hazards [35]. The adoption of seawater-based hydraulic drivetrains enables the
prospect of using ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) [70], reversed osmosis (RO)
for the desalination of seawater [64, 72], and hydrogen generation [34].

Delft Offshore Turbine (DOT) is a Dutch company developing wind turbines with a
seawater-based open-loop hydraulic drivetrain for centralized electricity generation using
a Pelton turbine, as illustrated in Figure 1-3. The HWTs utilizes the power harvested
from the wind to generate high-pressure water flows using digital displacement pumps
(DDPs). The water streams, generated by multiple turbines, are transmitted through a
shared hydraulic network, leading to a spear valve. At the nozzle, the pressurized flow
is converted into a high-velocity jet driving the rotation of a Pelton turbine, which is
mechanically coupled to a generator. Field experiments have been conducted with a
HWT prototype, the DOT500, at Maasvlakte II and Princess Amalia Wind Farm [44].
The tests were erected as a proof of concept, where it is shown that the turbine was able
to obtain a decent power production by governing the rotor speed.

1-3 State-of-the-Art hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbine control

Single-turbine control

In single wind turbine control, the control strategy is typically based on four wind speed
regions, as shown in Figure 1-4. Region 1 represents the region where the power in
wind is not deemed sufficient to operate the turbine to produce power and the turbine
is maintained out of operation.

When the wind speed surpasses the cut-in wind speed and enters Region 2, the below-
region wind speed conditions allow for power generation. The control objective in this
region is to maximize wind power extraction, also referred to as maximum power point
tracking (MPPT), to produce as much electrical power as possible. In conventional
wind turbines, this is achieved by maintaining fine-pitch and tracking the optimal TSR
by controlling the generator torque on the rotor shaft [48]. In HWTs the counter-
torque on the rotor shaft is delivered by the pump. The pump torque is regulated by
controlling the pressure in the discharge line by combined control actions of varying
the pump displacement and manipulating the position of the spear valve [44]. When
the wind speed surpasses the rated value in Region 3, the aerodynamic rotor power is
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1-3 State-of-the-Art hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbine control 5

Figure 1-3: A graphical overview of a DOT wind power plant. Wind energy is captured
by the wind turbine blades and transformed into a pressurized flow by the pump. This
flow is transferred through a hydraulic network towards the spear valve, where the flow is
transformed into a high-velocity water jet that drives the rotation of the Pelton runner and
mechanically coupled generator. Multiple hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines can be con-
nected to the Pelton turbine using a shared hydraulic network or parallel hydraulic pipelines.

purposely reduced by regulating the blade pitch angle to guarantee the wind turbine to
operate within its design limitations. The control objective hence changes from power
maximization to limiting power by intentionally reducing rotor efficiency. When the
wind speed exceeds the cut-out limit, the wind turbine operation is shut down and the
rotor is fixated to prevent structural damage. The remainder of this work will only
regard the control in regions 2 and 3.

In previous work, the control of single-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms (HWFs)
containing a fixed-displacement pump [16, 17, 43, 44, 69] and continuously variable dis-
placement pump (CDP) [17, 68] is investigated. It is found that for single-turbine HWFs
a passive spear valve control strategy is sufficient for decent turbine performance in wind
region 2 and 3. Nevertheless, an active spear valve control technique to keep the pressure
at the nozzle at a nominal value, significantly improves the power generation efficiency of
the turbine. A DDP is implemented in [9], however, when inspecting the pump control
method and simulation results, the discrete nature of the pump displacements seem not
considered. Instead, a continuous range of available pump displacements appear to be
realizable, which may be a valid assumption for a pump with an abundance of pump
chambers. The systems in the abovementioned works are all controlled using classical
control methods using proportional-integral-derivative (PID) type controllers.
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6 Introduction

Figure 1-4: A typical wind turbine control strategy. In Region 1 the wind power is not
sufficient for the turbine to produce electrical power. As the cut-in wind speed vc is surpassed
in region 2, also known as the below-rated wind speed region, a power maximization objective
is enacted. As the turbine design limits are reached at rated wind speed vr in region 3, the
objective changes to maintaining the wind turbine within its design limits by intentionally
decreasing its efficiency. When the wind speed exceeds the cut-out wind speed vf in region
4, the wind turbine rotor is fixated to prevent structural damage.

Multi-turbine control

When expanding to an array of multiple HWFs sharing the same hydraulic drivetrain,
several challenges arise. Research on the control of multi-turbine HWFs for the DOT
concept has been performed in [35] and [70] for systems with CDP and fixed-displacement
pumps, respectively.

The results in [35] show that, due to economic and performance benefits, a shared hy-
draulic network is preferred over parallel hydraulic pipeline connections to the Pelton
turbine. Furthermore, active spear valve and variable displacement pump control strate-
gies are shown to be more efficient than passive spear valve and fixed-pump displacement
control strategies, respectively. The author notes that when wind turbines are connected
through a shared hydraulic network, the challenge arises that only the nozzle pressure
can be controlled to provide torque control of all connected wind turbines. Therefore,
the connected turbines experience similar hydraulic torque feedback on their rotors, but
dissimilar aerodynamic torques due to the different effective wind speeds that they are
subjected to. The author shows that without proper active pitch control to steer the
pressure towards the nominal value, turbines experiencing high wind speeds accelerate
at the cost of the deceleration of wind turbines experiencing lower wind speeds. For large
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1-4 The potential of model predictive control for hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines 7

wind speed differences throughout the farm, this may cause wind turbines experiencing
high wind speeds to prematurely reach their rated angular velocity, and hence blade
pitch control is necessary for below-rated conditions. The latter results in suboptimal
farm operation. Moreover, the turbines experiencing low wind speeds may come to a
standstill. Therefore, a proportional-integral (PI) feedback controller and a cascade con-
troller compensation are used to alter the linear position of the spear valve, such that
nominal pressure is maintained.

The author in [70] shows that the performance of multi-turbine HWFs containing fixed-
displacement pumps and a shared hydraulic network is limited due to loss in controlla-
bility of the individual pump torques. As the displacements of the pumps are fixed, the
pump torque control of all wind turbines is completely dependent on the pressure feed-
back regulated by the single spear valve in the hydraulic network. As all wind turbines
experience different wind speeds and therefore need different pump torques to obtain op-
timal wind power capture, suboptimal performance can not be circumvented. A varying
control strategy, scheduled on the wind speed regions experienced by the wind turbines
in the farm, is developed to control the spear position in an attempt to maximize the
obtainable farm power.

1-4 The potential of model predictive control for hydraulic-
drivetrain wind turbines

1-4-1 Challenges in the control of hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines

As DDPs have a finite discrete set of realizable pump displacements and the pump torque
is dependent on the pump displacement and employed pressure. The realizable pump
torque for any arbitrary pump pressure is hence also a discrete set of values. Therefore,
the control of multi-turbine HWFs with DDPs has similar control challenges as described
in the previous two paragraphs. It is likely that the pump torque, required to steer the
rotor towards optimal TSR, is typically not realizable. Therefore, the attainable aerody-
namic efficiency of individual turbines is limited. This results in inevitable suboptimal
farm operation when experiencing deviating wind speeds throughout the park. It is im-
portant to find a multivariable control strategy maximizing the overall attainable HWF
performance by finding a suitable spear valve position, blade pitch angles, and realizable
volumetric pump displacements.

The turbine dynamics are coupled through the shared hydraulic network, causing tur-
bine interaction. As the HWF concept is scalable in the number of wind turbines, the
employed system model can become large and the coupled dynamics complex. There-
fore, the control problem of maximizing the power of the multi-turbine HWF becomes
increasingly hard for a rising number of connected wind turbines. Moreover, keeping the
system within its design limits becomes less straightforward. Therefore, the system may
become difficult to be controlled using classical control methods that do not explicitly
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consider the coupled system dynamics. The multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) nature
of a multi-turbine HWF system model makes it interesting to use multivariable control
methodologies for the control of larger HWFs.

1-4-2 Solutions from model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC) has several positive attributes that render the method
useful for the control of HWFs. The method is well suited for the control of, e.g.,
multivariable control applications [38], complicated dynamic system behavior [13], and
non-minimum phase system dynamics [40]. Moreover, it has preview information capa-
bilities [18]. The three most important advantages of MPC, when compared to other
multivariable control techniques are arguably: (1) the capability to handle both hard and
soft constraints on the system’s states, inputs, and outputs; (2) the ability to consider
multiple competing control objectives; and (3) the possibility to take the predicted future
in consideration. It must be noted, however, that the MPC’s performance and useful-
ness are dependent on the accuracy of the employed internal system model and used
measurements and estimates. Solutions for this problem have been found in adaptive
MPC structures that minimize model errors using online model correction, and robust
methods accounting for disturbance uncertainties [24, 60]. A drawback of using MPC
is that the computational complexity of the control problem may increase significantly.
This complexity is mainly dependent on the size and nature of the plant model [53, 54].

Conventional MPC applications are commonly used for set-point tracking. Set-points
usually represent the relevant optimal steady-state, but are typically picked without
considering how this equilibrium should be reached. As a result, specifically in processes
where the reference changes faster and more frequently than the relevant states, con-
ventional MPC methods may perform suboptimally [52]. In economic model predictive
control (EMPC) there is no set-point [60]. Instead, EMPC merely seeks to optimize a
given cost function that reflects real costs and benefits.

To alleviate the computational burden, the use of a state-of-the-art convex economic
model predictive control convex economic model predictive control (CEMPC) framework
for wind turbine control [18, 31, 57] seems very promising. The method is able to
circumvent the nonlinear wind turbine dynamics using an internal control model. A
change of variables is used to describe the wind turbine dynamics as a linear function.
As a result, the optimization problem that has to be solved becomes convex. This
allows the wind turbine controller to use convex optimization algorithms, rendering the
optimization problem computationally tractable by providing globally optimal solutions.

Although the characteristics of the state-of-the-art CEMPC framework are very promis-
ing, the existing framework is only applicable to conventional wind turbines. To provide
the possibility to use the CEMPC method for HWTs, it would be valuable to modify the
current CEMPC framework for the control of single-turbine and multi-turbine HWFs.
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1-5 Thesis goals and approach

In the pursuit of commercial deployment of HWFs, the expansion to an array of multiple
turbines is imperative. The addition of turbines to a HWF introduces multiple control
challenges, i.a., complex coupled system dynamics and limited pump torque controllabil-
ity. This renders the control objective of plant power maximization while considering the
system constraints to become increasingly hard for the number of applied wind turbines.

The state-of-the-art CEMPC framework for conventional turbines seems to be a promis-
ing candidate for the control of the multivariable plant system, considering an overall
plant power maximization objective and constraint handling. Moreover, the method
provides computational tractability by circumventing the nonlinear nature of the HWF
dynamics. However, the current CEMPC framework is not suitable for the use of con-
trolling HWTs, or HWFs.
Based on the previously stated, the goal of this thesis is formulated as follows:

Thesis goal: Develop a CEMPC framework, maximizing the overall power generation
of individual hydraulic wind turbines and multi-turbine hydraulic wind farms.

The presented thesis goal is somewhat broad and general. To provide some context and
sketch the approach in fulfilling the main goal, different subgoals are formulated, which
align with the previously introduced challenges.

As the CEMPC method relies on numerical methods, a simulation study is performed
as a proof of concept. To this end, a HWF simulation model is key for the evaluation of
the proposed controller framework. Additionally, it is necessary to develop an internal
control model that represents the abovementioned simulation model, but is compliant
with the requirements of the CEMPC framework. Towards the development of the
aforementioned models, the following research question is formulated:

I: How to develop an adequate, turbine scalable hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm simula-
tion model for evaluation purposes, and how can this model be modified for the use as
an internal control model in the CEMPC framework?

Due to differences in working principles, control variables, and system constraints of
the conventional and hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbine concepts, the existing CEMPC
framework for conventional wind turbines is not applicable for HWTs. Moreover, the
current framework is designed to optimize the generated power of a single wind turbine,
where for the hydraulic drivetrain concept it is important that the combined generated
power of all connected wind turbines is maximized. Therefore, the subgoal is formalized
by the following research question:

II: How is the existing CEMPC framework for conventional turbines altered for the
control of single-turbine and multi-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms?
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10 Introduction

When controlling HWTs containing a DDP, the choice of pump displacements is re-
strained to a finite set of realizable settings. The limited pump displacement selection
range has consequences for wind turbine and wind farm performances. Moreover, the
control challenge arises on how to identify and select the desired available pump settings.
For this reason, the following research question is formulated:

III: How can the control of digital displacement pumps be incorporated within the in II
developed CEMPC framework? And how does the performance differ when controlling
turbines containing continuously variable displacement pumps and digital displacement
pumps?

The developed controller framework for HWTs contains a novel characteristic, namely
the ability to control multiple HWTs with the objective of collective power maximization.
To evaluate the performance of the developed controller framework, simulation studies
are performed, aiming to answer the following subquestion:

IV: Is the established CEMPC framework, capable of adequately controlling both single
hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines and multi-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms?
How does the overall power generation performance change when extending towards a
multi-turbine wind farm, and what is the performance compared to conventional wind
turbines?

1-6 Thesis outline

This section presents the outline of this thesis. Each of the paragraphs gives a brief
summary of the contents in each chapter.

Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background and (dynamic) modeling of single-
turbine and multi-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms. Moreover, the implemen-
tation of a simulation model is provided.

Chapter 3 provides the theoretical background of the proposed scalable CEMPC method
for single and multi-turbine CDP-HWFs. It describes the development of the predictive
convex internal control model and outlines its use in the CEMPC optimization problem.

Chapter 4 presents the implementation of the theoretical CEMPC framework. More-
over, it discusses additional practical considerations to increase the accuracy and per-
formance of the controller framework.

Chapter 5 extends the introduced CEMPC frameworks to the domain of controlling
DDP-HWFs by introducing an additional algorithm to control the pump displacements.

Chapter 6 presents the results of the conducted simulation study. Different wind speed
profiles are used to reveal the behavior and performance of the scalable CEMPC for
CDP and DDP HWFs.
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Chapter 2

Hydraulic-Drivetrain Wind Power
Plant: Theory and Modelling

The novelty of hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm (HWF) is that it uses seawater-hydraulics
as power transmission. This creates an opportunity for collective power generation using
a shared hydraulic network, which in turn may allow the reduction of levelized cost of
energy (LCOE), described in Section 1-2.

This chapter elaborates on the working principles and mathematical modeling of the
components of a HWF containing one, or multiple wind turbines. A graphical overview
of the power conversion throughout the HWF is depicted in Figure 2-1. The energy
contained in the wind is captured by the wind turbine blades, providing the rotor shafts
with mechanical power. This mechanical power is used to drive the hydraulic pumps,
resulting in pressurized flows of seawater. The hydrostatic energy carried by the pres-
surized flows from all the wind turbines is transmitted to the centralized spear valve
of the Pelton turbine through a shared hydraulic network. In the nozzle of the spear
valve, the hydrostatic energy is converted to hydrodynamic energy by transforming the
pressurized flow into a high-velocity jet. The energy of the high-velocity jet is captured
by the buckets of the Pelton runner wheel, converting it into rotational mechanical en-
ergy. The generator, which is mechanically coupled to the Pelton runner shaft, finally
converts the mechanical energy into electricity.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2-1 discusses wind en-
ergy capture by the wind turbine rotor and the corresponding dynamics. Section 2-2
describes the working principles of the hydraulic pump. Section 2-3 describes the hy-
draulic network. Section 2-4 explains the spear valve. The Pelton turbine is explained
in Section 2-5. The implementation of the system model is described in Section 2-6.
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12 Hydraulic-Drivetrain Wind Power Plant: Theory and Modelling

(a) A simplified overview of a single-turbine configuration of the wind farm.

(b) A graphical overview of the power transmission.

Figure 2-1: A graphical overview of a hydraulic-drivetrain wind power plant. (a) An
overview of a single-turbine farm configuration. (b) A simplified overview of the power
transmission in the system. The kinetic wind energy, which is described by a mass flow
of air ṁ with a velocity v, is captured by the wind turbine blades and transformed into
rotational mechanical rotor power, described by a torque τ and rotational speed ω. This
power is used to drive a hydraulic pump, which transforms the power in a pressurized mass
flow of water with pressure p. This flow is transferred through a hydraulic network towards
the centralized spear valve. Here, the pressurized flow is transformed into a high-velocity
water jet, which exerts torque and induces rotational mechanical power of the Pelton turbine,
which is connected to a generator shaft. Here, the mechanical power is finally converted
into electrical power, defined by the voltage Uel and current Iel.

2-1 Wind turbine rotor

The process of energy extraction by turbine rotors can be described by using the actuator
disk model [3]. In this model, the available wind power is described by the kinetic energy
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2-1 Wind turbine rotor 13

Figure 2-2: Graphical representation of the airflow passing the rotor swept actuator disk
area. When using the actuator disk theory, the total available wind power Pw is defined as
the kinetic energy of the wind that passes this disk, which is dependent on the mass flow
through the disk and the rotor-effective wind speed v.

of the wind that passes a fictive disk, which is defined as the effective rotor swept area,
illustrated in Figure 2-2,

Pw = 1
2ρaAv3, (2-1)

where ρa is the air density, A = πR2 is the rotor area with a rotor radius of R, and v is
the effective wind speed over the rotor surface, known as the rotor-effective wind speed.

The rotor energy capture efficiency of wind energy by the turbine rotor is reflected by
a variable called the power coefficient CP, and is defined as the ratio between captured
aerodynamic rotor power Pr and the available wind power Pw:

CP (β, λ) = Pr
Pw

, (2-2)

in which {β ⊂ R | βmin ≤ β ≤ βmax}, is the collective blade pitch angle, with constant
minimum and maximum value βmin and βmax, and λ is the tip-speed ratio (TSR), defined
by

λ = ωR

v
, (2-3)

where ω is the angular velocity of the rotor, also known as the rotor speed. Blade pitch
actuator dynamics are defined by a first order actuator model:

β̇ = 1
tβ

(βref − β) , (2-4)
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14 Hydraulic-Drivetrain Wind Power Plant: Theory and Modelling

in which tβ is the time constant and βref the reference angle, which can be derived by a
controller.
The actuator disk theory shows that CP is limited by the Lanchester-Betz-Joukowsky
limit [46]. This theory states that turbines can not extract more than 59.3% of the
kinetic energy from the airflow passing the blades. The power coefficient’s dependency
on the blade pitch angle and tip speed ratio is often obtained from simulation software or
experimental data. In this thesis, the CP curves from the baseline NREL 5-MW turbines
[20] are used. As seen in Figure 2-3, this function is clearly nonlinear.
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Figure 2-3: The power coefficient as a function of the TSR and blade pitch angle CP (β, λ)
of the NREL 5-MW reference turbine [20].

The total aerodynamic wind power that is extracted by the rotor blades is given by

Pr = 1
2ρaACP(β, λ)v3. (2-5)

The captured power results in an aerodynamic rotor torque, which induces rotation.
The equation can be obtained by dividing (2-5) by the rotor speed:

τr = 1
2ρaA

CP (β, λ) v3

ω
. (2-6)

The simplified rotor speed dynamics of a hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbine can be de-
scribed by the Newton law for rotational motion:

ω̇ = 1
J

(τr − τp) , (2-7)
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2-2 Hydraulic pump 15

where ω̇ is the rotational acceleration of the rotor, J is the total rotational inertia of
the drivetrain, and τp is the counter-torque on the rotor, delivered by the pump in
hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines (HWTs).

Maximum power is extracted by the rotor when it operates at optimal TSR, which is
defined by the available power coefficient table. As the optimal TSR is equal for all wind
speeds, the optimal condition can be translated to a certain optimal rotor speed when
experiencing a specific rotor-effective wind speed. The variable rotor speed is controlled
by regulating the torque imbalance on the rotor shaft, shown in (2-7), which can be
influenced in several ways. The power coefficient, and therefore the rotor torque, are
affected by altering the collective blade pitch angle. In wind farm control techniques such
as wake steering and wake induction control, it is even possible to exert influence on the
rotor-effective wind speed, which in turn affects the rotor torque. Note that the value
of the optimal rotor speed changes as the rotor-effective wind speed changes. Finally,
the pump torque can be controlled. The pump torque is dependent on a controllable
pump displacement and the pressure in the hydraulic network, which can be indirectly
regulated. This will be further explained in the following sections.

2-2 Hydraulic pump

The rotor shaft is directly coupled to the pump. Its rotational energy is used to pump
seawater towards the Pelton turbine. Moreover, regulating the counter-torque of the
pump is important in the variable-speed control of the rotor. In conventional-drivetrain
wind turbines, the reactive torque on the rotor is directly regulated by controlling the
generator torque. In hydraulic drivetrains, the pump torque is dependent on the con-
trollable variable displacement of the pump and the pressure in the hydraulic network,
which is regulated by the spear valve.

To reduce kinetic energy losses in pipelines, a low-velocity, high-pressure flow is preferred
[70]. The most effective type of pump to achieve this is a positive displacement pump.
The positive displacement principle refers to a fixed volume of fluid that is trapped and
forced to move into a separate confined space. Where a continuously variable displace-
ment pump (CDP) can realize all the values between the minimum pump displacement
Vmin and maximum pump displacement Vmax, a digital displacement pump (DDP) only
has a final set of available displacement settings dependent on the number of active pis-
ton chambers. This type of pump uses electronic solenoid valves to activate or deactivate
pump chambers, which allows accurate and fast control of the pump displacement [63].
The discrete set of realizable pump displacement settings is described by

Vp = nc,iVc, (2-8)

where Vp is the total volumetric displacement of the pump, {nc,i ⊂ Z+ | 1 ≤ nc,i ≤ nc}
is the number of active pistons with nc the maximum number of active pistons, and Vc is
the fixed volumetric displacement of a single piston chamber for a pump shaft revolution.
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16 Hydraulic-Drivetrain Wind Power Plant: Theory and Modelling

Figure 2-4: A graphical figure of the digital displacement pump. The main shaft is directly
coupled to the wind turbine rotor. As it rotates, the cam drives the pistons in the piston
column to make strokes and thereby generates a water flow.

When assuming a rigid driving shaft, the generated flow, torque of the pump are given
by the following equations [44]:

Qp = Vpωηv, (2-9)

τp = Vp∆pp
ηm

, (2-10)

where ω is equal to the rotor speed, Qp is the flow of water displaced by the pump, ∆pp
is the pressure difference over the pump, given by ∆pp = pp − pfeed, where pp is the
pressure at the pump and pfeed is a known constant feed pressure, ηv and ηm are the
pumps volumetric and mechanical efficiency, respectively. Note that the model used is a
quasi-static model since inertial and capacitive terms for the pump are not considered.
The efficiencies of a pump vary due to flow and pressure losses in the pump [42]. This
will be explained in the following subsections.
A distinction is made between two types of powers, delivered by the pump,

P (v)
p = Qp∆pp = Vpω∆ppηv, (2-11)

P (m)
p = τpωηv = Vpω∆pp, (2-12)

which denote the volumetric and mechanical power, respectively. The symbol Pp is used
to denote the volumetric power P

(v)
p for the remainder of this work, the mechanical pump

is always denoted with a superscript.
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2-2-1 Varying pump efficiencies

The flow production of a pump decreases for a pressure increase in the system, causing
larger amounts of fluid leakage through clearances and gaps [65]. A simple description
of the flow leakage is assumed and described by

Qs = Cs
∆pp

µ
, (2-13)

where Cs is the laminar leakage coefficient, and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the con-
sidered fluid. The net flow generated by a pump is then given by

Qp = Vpω − Qs. (2-14)

The volumetric efficiency is defined as the ratio between the network flow including
leakage losses and the ideal pump flow

ηv = Qp
Vpω

= 1 − Cs
∆pp
Vpµω

. (2-15)

Due to internal friction and flow resistance, the torque on the driving shaft of the pump
must necessarily be larger than the ideal torque [65]. A more realistic description of the
effective pump torque is given by [42]

τp = Vp∆pp + τf + τd, (2-16)

where τd is the additional torque due to damping properties of the fluid and τf is caused
by fluid friction. The friction torque simulates the effect of dry friction forces on the pump
pistons that oppose their motion [42]. It is proportional to the volumetric displacement
and the pressure difference over the pump and given by

τf = CfVp∆pp, (2-17)

where Cf is the dry friction coefficient of seawater. The damping torque describes the
loss of torque due to fluid shear losses in small clearances between moving mechanical
components [42]. It is proportional to the angular velocity of the pump shaft and is
denoted as

τd = CdampVpµω, (2-18)
where Cdamp is the damping coefficient of water. The resulting torque produced by the
pump is thus given by

τp = (1 + Cf) Vp∆pp + CdampVpµω. (2-19)

The mechanical efficiency is defined as the ratio between the ideal pump torque and the
pump torque, including the added torque by fluid damping and resistance,

ηm = Vp∆pp
τp

= 1
1 + Cdamp

µω
∆pp

+ Cf
. (2-20)
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18 Hydraulic-Drivetrain Wind Power Plant: Theory and Modelling

The total pump efficiency ηtot is defined by the product of the volumetric and mechanical
efficiencies,

ηtot = ηvηm =
1 − Cs

Vp
∆pp
µω

1 + Cdamp
µω

∆pp
+ Cf

. (2-21)

The performance coefficients, Cs, Cf , and Cdamp are assumed to be constant for this
quasi-static pump model and chosen such that the rated efficiencies become ηv = 0.98
and ηm = 0.98 at nominal pressure and rated rotor speed. The total pump efficiency for
values for different pump displacements and the combined parameter ratio ∆p/ (µω) is
shown in Figure 2-5.

It must be noted that Diepeveen found in [17] that accurate modeling of the efficiency of
a real hydraulic pump is not possible with the empirically derived equations presented
here. But, when operating in the right conditions, it does not deviate more than a few
percent from real pump characteristics. In literature such as [55], the issue of modeling
efficiency is omitted altogether. In this situation, a common approach is to use lookup
tables of measured values, which, however, require accurate data. Since accurate data for
digital displacement pumps for seawater is not available, and work is aimed at providing
a proof of concept, the method described above suffices.

Figure 2-5: Total pump efficiency for different pump displacement settings. Vp,i denote
the displacements with i active pump pistons. For the sake of clarity, only the efficiency
curves at 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 18 active pump chambers are shown.
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2-2-2 Pump design

The digital displacement pump is one of the main features that Delft Offshore Tur-
bine (DOT) introduces to the HWF concept, and is currently in development, but
not commercially available yet. Therefore, the National Renewable Energy Labora-
tory (NREL) 5-MW reference wind turbine is taken as the blueprint for the pump de-
sign. The pump is assumed to operate at rated conditions at nominal network pressure
to minimize kinetic losses. The maximum and minimum volumetric displacements are
given by

Vmax = Pp,mech
ω∆pp

, (2-22)

Vmin = Vmax
nc

. (2-23)

A first-order actuator model is used to approximate the change in pump displacement due
to opening and closing solenoid valves which activate or deactivate the piston chambers,
respectively,

V̇p = 1
tp

(Vref − Vp) , (2-24)

where tp is the time constant posed by the solenoid opening and closing rate and Vref is
the reference displacement, which is given by a controller.

2-3 Hydraulic network

The hydraulic network is used to transport pressurized water flow, generated by the
pumps, towards the spear valve attached to the Pelton turbine. The analogies to mod-
eling electrical and mass systems are used for the derivation of the hydraulic dynamics.
The inertia, compressibility, and flow losses in the pipeline can be described as hydraulic
induction LH (mass), capacitance CH (spring stiffness), and resistance RH (damping),
respectively [17]. A schematic representation of this principle is shown in Figure 2-6.

The abovementioned hydraulic characteristics can be used in combination with an anal-
ogy of a standard mass-damper-spring system driven by an external force F

F = mẍ + cẋ + kx, (2-25)

in which m is the mass, c the damping, and k the spring stiffness. For conversion to
a hydraulic equivalent expressionFigure 2-6, the mechanical force is substituted by the
pressure force F = ∆pAL, with AL the cross-sectional diameter of the pipeline. The
mass in the pipeline is taken as m = ρwALLL, with LL denoting the length of a pipeline
segment, and ρw the fluid density. Finally, the fluid flow rate is defined as ẋ = Q/AL,
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Figure 2-6: Schematic overview of a pipeline segment, described in the electrical analogy.
The inlet-, net-, and outlet pressure and flow of the pipeline segment are represented by pi,
Qi, pc, Qc, po, and Qo, respectively. The hydraulic resistance, induction, and capacitance
terms are denoted as R1, R2, L1, L2, and C, respectively

where Q is the flow through the pipeline segment. By rearranging terms, the following
equation is obtained:

∆p = ρwLL
AL

Q̇ + c

A2
L

Q + k

A2
L

∫
Q dt, (2-26)

which is further simplified into

∆p = LHQ̇ + RHQ + 1
CH

∫
Q dt. (2-27)

This system equation contains an inconvenient circular dependency: the resistance term
RH is dependent on the flow through the pipeline, which is in turn dependent on the
resistance term [76]. A linear parameter-varying (LPV) state-space model is used to
capture the varying flow dynamics. The resistance term and system matrices are updated
at every iteration to account for the nonlinearity in the resistive terms [9]. The following
sections focus on obtaining state-space system representations of a single-turbine and
two-turbine hydraulic network.

Single-turbine pipeline model

When modeling a single pipeline segment as displayed in Figure 2-6, it follows from the
definition of the hydraulic properties in (2-27) that the following holds for each branch
of the pipeline segment
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pi − pc = R1Qi + L1Q̇i, (2-28)
pc − po = R2Qo + L2Q̇o, (2-29)

pc = 1
CH

∫
Qc, (2-30)

where {pi, Qi},{po, Qo}, and {pc, Qc} are the input, output, and net pressure and flow,
respectively. The first two sets correspond to the values at the pump, and spear valve
side of the pipeline, respectively. The quantities R1, R2 and L1, L2, denote the resistance
and induction terms of the first and second branch of the pipeline segment, respectively.

Using the law of flow continuation, the net flow is

Qc = Qi − Qo. (2-31)

Taking the derivative of (2-30) yields

ṗc = 1
CH

Qc. (2-32)

Substituting (2-31) in (2-29) results in

pc − po = R2Qi − R2Qc + L2Q̇i − L2Q̇c, (2-33)

which can be rearranged into

Q̇c = R2
L2

(Qi − Qc) + Q̇i − 1
L2

pc + 1
L2

po. (2-34)

Finally, by substituting (2-32) in (2-34) the following equation is derived

p̈c = R2
CL2

Qi − R2
L2

ṗc + 1
C

Q̇i − 1
CL2

pc + 1
CL2

po. (2-35)

The dynamics of a single segment pipeline are fully captured by (2-32), (2-34), and (2-35).
A state-space model is derived from the equations above. The inputs are chosen to be the
input flow and output pressure, which can be controlled by the pump displacement and
spear valve position, respectively. The outputs of the system are the input pressure at the
pump and output flow at the spear valve. It is assumed that the pipeline branches have
a constant and equal length and diameter, enabling the simplification L1 = L2 = LH.
The resulting state-space equation is given by [70]
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, (2-36)

 pi
Qo
Qc


︸ ︷︷ ︸

yN

=

 1 0 0
0 0 −1
0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

CN

 pc
ṗc
Qc

+

 0 R1 LH
0 1 0
0 0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

DN

 po
Qi
Q̇i

 , (2-37)

where AN, BN, CN, and DN denote the state-space system matrices and ẋN, xN, uN,
and yN the state derivatives, states, inputs, and outputs, respectively.

Two-turbine hydraulic network model

When expanding towards the two-turbine farm, a model is needed to represent the
hydraulic network that connects the two turbines to the spear valve. A model can be
constructed assuming two parallel pipeline segments coming from the two turbines, which
come together in one single segment leading to the spear valve, as shown in Figure 2-7.
The assumption is made that the length and radius of all segments are equal, leading
to equivalent LH and CH terms. Furthermore, it is assumed that the input flow of the
combining pipe segment is the sum of the flows of the two parallel lines and that the
pressure at each outlet of the parallel lines is equal to the inlet pressure pline at the
junction point. The derivation of the state-space model for the two-turbine hydraulic
network is given in Appendix B.

2-3-1 Modeling hydraulic characteristics

Laminar and turbulent flows

Whether a flow of fluid is laminar or turbulent, is assessed by calculating the Reynold’s
number [75]

Re = ρwQDL
µAL

, (2-38)

where DL is the cross-sectional diameter. The flow is deemed laminar for Reynold num-
bers below 2300. In reality, there is a transition region between laminar and turbulent
flows. However, in this work, it is assumed that the flow is turbulent for Reynold numbers
above 2300.
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2-3 Hydraulic network 23

Figure 2-7: A schematic overview of a multi-turbine hydraulic network model. Each cylinder
represents a pipe segment, as depicted in Figure 2-6. The m parallel pipelines originating
from the wind turbines come together in a single pipe segment which leads to the spear
valve. The inlet flow of the collective pipeline is the sum of the flows of its predecessors. It
is assumed that the pressure pline is equal for the parallel pipeline outlets.

Hydraulic induction

The hydraulic induction of fluid is analogous to the mass of a mass-spring-damper system
and represents the resistance to an acceleration of the fluid. This may thus induce system
delays. The hydraulic inductance of a pipeline is modeled as the fluid inertia in the
control volume [17],

LH = fc
ρwLL
AL

, (2-39)

fc =
{ 4

3 , if Re ≤ 2300,

1, otherwise,
(2-40)

where fc is the laminar flow correction factor. The fluid inertia describes the mass
inertia effect of a fluid mass and is characterized by the fluid density, line length, and
cross-sectional area of the pipeline, as can be seen in (2-39).

Hydraulic capacitance

Due to compressibility, a fluid in a pipeline behaves similar to a mechanical spring.
The fluid in a pipeline segment is modeled as a constant volume with an effective bulk
modulus Ee, associated with its compressibility. The spring stiffness C0 represents the
resistance to fluid volume changes and is defined as the ratio between the change in force
dF exerted on the fluid in a rigid internal pipeline volume and the compression length
of the fluid dL,

C0 = dF

dL
. (2-41)
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The addition or subtraction of a volume dV of water to the pipeline with constant volume
VL = ALLL will lead to a change in pressure

dp = Ee
dV

VL
, (2-42)

where Ee is the effective bulk modulus, which considers both the fluid stiffness and the
material compliance [17]. The change of volume with respect to time is the effective flow
Q, in or out of the system. Therefore, (2-42) can be written as

ṗ = Ee
Q

VL
. (2-43)

The inverse of the hydraulic spring stiffness C0 is known as the hydraulic capacitance.
This capacitance is the relation between the time rate of change of the pressure and the
effective volumetric flow [17],

CH = 1
C0

= Q

ṗ
= VL

Ee
. (2-44)

Hydraulic resistance

The hydraulic resistance in a pipeline is analogous to the damping in a mass-spring-
damper system and is induced by fluid friction and flow losses. This term represents a
resistance to velocity changes in the system. In general, there are two types of hydraulic
resistance recognized: (1) resistance due to pressure losses induced by friction and fluid
shear and (2) resistance due to flow losses in hydraulic components [17]. It is assumed
that there are no leakages in the pipeline. Therefore, there is only a pressure loss
resistance term which is induced by fluid and surface friction.

The hydraulic resistance RH is the change in pressure over the flow rate and is defined
by the Darcy-Weisbach equation [76].

RH = 8ρwLLQ

π2D5
L

f, (2-45)

where f is the friction coefficient. For laminar flows, this friction coefficient and hydraulic
resistance are given by

flam = 64
Re , (2-46)

RH,lam = 8µLL
πR4

L
, (2-47)

where RL is the radius of the pipeline. For turbulent flows, the friction coefficient is
evaluated using the Haaland equation [29], which approximates the Colebrook-White
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formula [76] for flows with Reynold numbers between 4000 ≤ Re ≤ 108 [29].

fturb =
(

−1.8 log
[

6.9
Re +

(
ϵL

3.7DL

)1.11
])−2

, (2-48)

in which ϵL is the internal surface roughness of the pipeline. Substituting (2-48) in the
Darcy-Weisbach formula (2-45) results in a formulation of the hydraulic resistance term
for turbulent flows [9]

RH = 8ρwLLQ

π2D5
p

(
−1.8 log

[
6.9
Re +

(
ϵL

3.7DL

)1.11
])−2

. (2-49)

2-3-2 The necessity of a linear parameter-varying model

To find out if an LPV model is needed to describe the nonlinear model or if a static
model suffices, an analysis of a single-turbine and two-turbine case is performed and
can be found in Appendix C. This analysis also covers the effects of the pipeline length
and -radius design parameters on the hydraulic dynamics. For conciseness, this is not
discussed in this section.

As mentioned in the previous section, the hydraulic resistance term is affected by the
magnitude of the flows in the system. Accordingly, the dynamics of the LPV model
change for a varying flow. Larger flows result in larger resistance, and thus there is
more pressure loss in the pipeline. This increases the damping while the induction and
capacitive terms remain unchanged. The added damping is seen as the damping of the
resonance peaks in the bode response in Figure 2-8. Furthermore, an increased DC
gain is visible in Figure 2-8b. This results in an increased pump flow to pump pressure
relation, indicating higher friction and therefore larger network losses.

Simulations in Appendix C show that the hydraulic network has a cut-in flow. If the
flow declines below this value, the system will exhibit unstable dynamical behavior.
Therefore, for efficient control of HWFs it is important that the controller can maintain
the pump flows above this cut-in flow value.

The dynamical behavior changes significantly for different flows. Therefore, a LPV
hydraulic pipeline model is adopted to capture the nonlinear hydraulic dynamics.

2-4 Spear valve

The spear valve is used to convert the high-pressure pipeline flow at the nozzle side into
a high-velocity water jet, which is then used to power the rotation of the Pelton turbine.
Moreover, the spear valve controls the pressure traversing through the hydraulic system.
By changing the position s of the spear valve, the area of the nozzle opening Anz changes,
leading to a pressure discharge, given by [43]
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(a) Single-turbine (po to pi)
(b) Single-turbine (Qi to pi)

Figure 2-8: Influence of different pipeline flows on the bode response of a two-turbine
hydraulic network for the system inputs: outlet pressure po (left) and inlet flow Qi (right),
to the system output: inlet pressure pi. The pipeline flow influences the damping and DC
gain of the system. The natural frequencies remain unchanged.

∆pnz(s) = ρw
2

(
Qnz

CdAnz(s)

)2
, (2-50)

where Qnz the flow of water through the spear valve, which is taken to be the output
flow of the hydraulic network Qo, Cd is the discharge coefficient to account for pressure
losses due to the geometry and flow regime at the nozzle exit, and Anz the effective area
of the nozzle orifice, controllable by altering the spear valve position as in [43]

Anz(s) = Nsπ

(
D2

nz
4 − (smax − s)2 tan2 α

2

)
, (2-51)

where Dnz denotes the nozzle diameter, which is derived such that nominal pressure can
be realized in rated flow conditions, the spear coning angle is described by α, Ns indicates
the amount of spear valves on the same line. Modeling multiple spear valves by Ns
assumes equal effective nozzle areas for all valves. Furthermore, {s ⊂ R | 0 ≤ s ≤ smax}
represents the position of the spear in the circular nozzle cross-section. The spear valve
is closed at s = 0 m and fully open as the maximum spear position is reached [43],

smax = Dnz
2 tan α

2
. (2-52)

The dynamics of the spear position actuator are approximated by a first order actuator
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model,
ṡ = 1

ts
(sref − s) , (2-53)

where ts is the spear actuator time constant which described how fast the spear valve
position responds to a reference value input sref , given by a controller.

Using the pressure obtained in (2-50), the spear valve converts a high-pressure water
stream into a high-velocity jet. The velocity and power of the jet are described in the
following equations [35]:

vjet = Cv
Qnz
Anz

, (2-54)

Pjet = Qnz∆pnz, (2-55)

where Cv is a vena-contracta coefficient to account for the change in velocity immediately
after the water jet exits the nozzle.

Figure 2-9: Cross-section of a spear valve. The spear coning angle is given by α, the nozzle
diameter by Dnz, and the position of the spear tip in the nozzle by s. The spear valve is
closed for s = 0 and fully opened for s = smax.

2-5 Pelton turbine

The Pelton turbine is used to convert the energy contained in the high-velocity water
jet, that leaves the spear valve, into rotation of the Pelton runner and thereby delivering
mechanical energy to a generator shaft. A schematic view of a Pelton turbine is given
in Figure 2-10. The Pelton runner consists of a series of double spoon-shaped buckets
spaced uniformly along a disk. The water jet is directed to the center of the buckets,
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tangent to the runner pitch circle diameter (PCD). A splitter inside the buckets redirects
the flow such that it leaves the buckets in almost the opposite direction. The momentum
of the water jet is transferred to the runner and its impulse exerts a torque on the Pelton
turbine, which drives the rotation of the generator shaft [35]. In comparison with other
hydro-turbines, the Pelton turbine is particularly eligible for high-pressure applications
with power ratings up to 500 MW [19]. The Pelton turbine is a decoupled system and
thus does not influence the components upstream of the hydraulic drivetrain.

Figure 2-10: Schematic view of a Pelton turbine (top), and a simplified view of the flow
in a Pelton bucket (bottom). The high-velocity jet exerts a torque on the Pelton buckets,
inducing rotation. The Pelton turbine is mechanically coupled to a generator.

The hydraulic efficiency of the Pelton runner is calculated using the momentum law [80]

ηpt = 2ku (1 − ku) (1 − ξ cos θ) (2-56)

where the efficiency factor to account for the friction of the flow in the bucket is denoted
by ξ, the angle between the circumferential and relative velocities of the flow is defined
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as θ, and ku is the runner speed ratio, represented by the ratio vpt between the tangential
runner speed at the PCD and the water jet velocity vjet

ku = vpt
vjet

= ωptRPCD
vjet

. (2-57)

The theoretical maximum efficiency is obtained by solving δηpt/δku = 0, which gives the
optimal relation between the jet velocity and the angular velocity of the Pelton turbine,
resulting into [35]

k∗
u = 1

2 . (2-58)

Substituting (2-58) in (2-57), gives

ω∗
pt = vjet

2RPCD
. (2-59)

The optimal Pelton rotation speed ω∗
pt can be used as a reference signal in generator

torque control to maintain the optimal Pelton efficiency. The torque generated by the
Pelton runner is described by

τpt = ηptPjet
ωpt

, (2-60)

where ωpt is the Pelton angular velocity. The Pelton turbine drives a generator shaft.
The power produced by the generator is given by

Pg = ωptτgηg, (2-61)
where ηg is assumed to be a constant generator efficiency. The Pelton generator dynamics
can be described by the Newton law of rotation

Jptω̇pt = τpt − τg, (2-62)

where Jpt is the combined inertia of the Pelton turbine and generator, τg is the generator
torque. The generator torque can be controlled to regulate the angular velocity of the
Pelton turbine for maintaining the optimal k∗

u value.

2-5-1 Fixed-speed Pelton turbine

In this work, a fixed-speed Pelton turbine is employed to drive a synchronous generator.
The dynamics equation in (2-62) can be omitted and the performance of the Pelton
runner and electrical conversion is now only given by equations (2-56), (2-57), and (2-61),
resulting into,

Pg = Pjetηptηg. (2-63)
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NREL 5 MW
Rotor

NREL 5 MW
Rotor

Hydraulic pump

Hydraulic pump

Hydraulic
network Spear valve Pelton turbine

Figure 2-11: Block diagram of the implemented plant model. The diagram shows all the
components of the system and their key inputs and outputs, which were introduced in the
previous sections. The blocks with dashed black borders are only present in the two-turbine
case. Furthermore, the control inputs are denoted as the red dashed lines.

2-6 System model implementation

This section gives an overview of the plant model that is implemented in this thesis.

By collecting the equations that describe the dynamics of the rotor speed (2-7), blade
pitch actuator (2-4), pump displacement actuator (2-24), hydraulic network (2-36)-
(2-37), and spear valve actuator (2-53), a model could be created.

The block diagram in Figure 2-11 shows a schematic overview of the implemented plant
model, visualizing its components and key inputs and outputs. The system is modeled
and implemented in MATLAB-Simulink using the Control System Toolbox.

2-6-1 Discretization

The system model is discretized to be used efficiently with a discrete-time model pre-
dictive control (MPC) controller within Simulink. To discretize the dynamics of all
components, excluding the hydraulic network, given by equations (2-7) (2-4), (2-24),
and (2-53), these equations are simply applied at all of the time steps k. The mapping
between the discrete and continuous-time indications k and t is given by t = t0 + k∆ts,
where ∆ts = 0.01 is the sampling time in seconds. An exception is formed by the dis-
cretization of the LPV hydraulic network dynamics. These dynamics are discretized
employing the Runge-Kutta method as used in [13]. The choice for this method comes
from the fact that a Discrete Varying state-space block is used. The method can
be used to discretize the varying A, B, C, and D matrices during a Simulink simulation.
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Chapter 3

Convex Economic MPC framework:
Theoretical Overview

The computational tractability of nonlinear optimization problems is restricted by their
nonlinear nature [41] and becomes critical for real-time implementation of large mul-
tivariable systems. The computational complexity is an important factor to take into
account as the control framework developed in this thesis is intended to be scalable for the
number of wind turbines. Furthermore, nonlinear optimization algorithms do generally
not guarantee globally optima. This chapter describes a modified version of an existing
convex economic model predictive control (CEMPC) framework [31]. The modification
allows the framework to be used on hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms (HWFs) containing
one, or multiple hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines (HWTs). The controller exploits
measurements, states, and outputs of all the wind turbines in the farm to find a global
optimal solution to a farm-wide power maximization objective. Moreover, the CEMPC
approach arguably offers better perspectives for limiting computational demand, thereby
forming a promising opportunity to realize real-time implementation.

Since the Pelton turbine system does not affect the other subsystems, it can be consid-
ered as a system on its own and can therefore be excluded from the power maximizing
objective [45]. Therefore, the HWF power maximizing objective refers to maximizing
the power contained in the high-velocity water jet, leaving the shared drivetrain through
the spear valve.

Section 3-1 describes a nonlinear internal control model of the system that can be modi-
fied for use in the CEMPC framework. Furthermore, it is explained that using this model
leads to a nonlinear optimization problem. Section 3-2 elaborates on the transforma-
tion of the nonlinear optimization problem into a convex problem utilizing a change of
variables.
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3-1 Nonlinear internal control model

The internal control model is a simplified representation from the HWF model derived
in Chapter 2. The rotor dynamics are considered as the only dynamics in the control
model, hence, the hydraulic network and actuator dynamics are neglected.
For clarity, relevant equations which appeared in the previous chapter are repeated. The
rotor dynamics are given by

Jω̇ = τr − τp, (3-1)

where ω̇ is the rotational acceleration of the rotor, J is the total rotational inertia of
the drivetrain, τr is the rotor torque and τp is the pump torque. The total aerodynamic
rotor power that is extracted by the rotor is given by

Pr = 1
2ρaACP(β, λ)v3, (3-2)

in which ρa is the air density, A = πR2 is the rotor area with a rotor radius of R, CP
is the power coefficient as a function of λ and β being the tip-speed ratio (TSR) and
collective blade pitch angles, respectively. The TSR is given by λ = ωR/v, with ω the
rotor speed and v the effective wind speed. The collective blade pitch angle is given by
{β ⊂ R | βmin ≤ β ≤ βmax}, with constant minimum and maximum actuator saturation
values βmin and βmax.
The rotor and pump torque are given by

τr = 1
2ρaA

CP(β, λ)v3

ω
, (3-3)

τp = Vp∆pp
ηm

, (3-4)

where Vp is the volumetric pump displacement, ∆pp is the pressure over the pump, and
ηm is the mechanical efficiency of the pump.
Since the hydraulic network dynamics are omitted in the control model, the pressure in
the system is derived by,

∆pp(s) = ∆pnz(s) = ρw
2

(
Qnz

CdAnz(s)

)2
, (3-5)

where ρw is the density of seawater, Cd is the discharge coefficient, Qnz is the flow passing
the nozzle, and Anz(s) is the aperture area of the spear valve, which is controlled by the
spear valve position {s ⊂ R | 0 ≤ s ≤ smax}, where smax is the value for which the spear
valve is fully open. Note that in the internal control model, pressures at the pumps ∆pp
equal the nozzle pressure ∆pnz. The effective nozzle area is given by

Anz(s) = Nsπ
(
D2

nz/4 − (smax − s)2 tan2 (α/2)
)

, (3-6)
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where Dnz denotes the nozzle diameter, the spear coning angle is described by α, and
Ns indicates the number of spear valves on one line.
As the hydraulic network dynamics are omitted in the control model, a static relation
of the nozzle flow resulting from the pump flows generated in the HWF is given as

Qnz =
N∑

n=1
Qp,n =

N∑
n=1

Vp,nωnηv, (3-7)

where ηv is the volumetric pump efficiency, and Qp,n and Vp,n are, respectively, the
produced pump flow and pump displacement of turbine

{
n ⊂ Z+ | 1 ≤ n ≤ N

}
, where

N denotes the total number of turbines in the system. The volumetric- and mechanical
power of the pump are given by

P (v)
p = Qp∆pp = Vpω∆ppηv, (3-8)

P (m)
p = τpω = Vpω∆pp, (3-9)

where Pp is used to denote the volumetric power P
(v)
p for the remainder of this work,

the mechanical pump is always denoted with a superscript.
Finally, the power leaving the spear valve is calculated by summing up the power of all
the hydraulic pumps in the plant,

Pjet =
N∑

n=1
Pp,n. (3-10)

By using the discussed equations, the dynamics of the N -turbine HWF can be written
as the following nonlinear state-space form and nonlinear state:


ω̇n = Φn(βn, vn, ωn) − ΘnVp,n

(
N∑

n=1
Vp,nωnηv

)2

A−2
nz (s), ∀ n ⊂ Z+,

Pjet = ρw
2

(
N∑

n=1
Vp,nωnηv

)3

(CdAnz(s))−2 ,

(3-11)

(3-12)

in which Φn(βn, vn, ωn) = J−1τr,n(βn, vn, ωn) and Θn = ρw
(
2ηmC2

dJ
)−1. Equation

(3-11) represents the rotor dynamics for every turbine n in the HWF. The states of
the combined system are the rotor speeds of the turbines ωn, the inputs are the blade
pitch angles βn, pump displacements Vp,n, and spear valve position s, the disturbances
are the effective wind speeds vn, and the output is the jet power Pjet. Note that as
actuator dynamics are not considered in the internal model, the blade pitch angles,
volumetric pump displacements, and spear position are instantaneous inputs. Further-
more, the pump efficiencies are assumed constant for the remainder of this chapter; their
variability will be discussed in Section 4-2.
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3-1-1 Nonlinear optimization problem

To show the nonlinear nature of the optimization problem that arises when employing
the simplified wind farm model, the objective of jet power maximization is considered.
The optimization problem is structured as

max
s(t),β1(t),...,βN (t),Vp,1(t),...,Vp,N (t)

∫ t1

t0
Pjet(t)dt

subjected to:
(3-13)

Dynamical system in Eq.(3-11) and Eq. (3-12),
ωmin ≤ ωn(t) ≤ ωmax, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-14)
βmin ≤ βn(t) ≤ βmax, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-15)
0 ≤ Vp,n(t) ≤ Vmax, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-16)
Pmin ≤ Pp,n(t) ≤ Prated, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-17)
smin ≤ s(t) ≤ smax, (3-18)

where the dependence on time t is explicitly shown in order to emphasize that the
optimization occurs over a prediction horizon starting at t0 and ending in the predicted
future at time t1. Note that the Pmin and Prated values regarding the model predictive
control (MPC) optimization methods in this thesis denote the volumetric minimum and
rated powers.

Within the framework described above, the objective function (3-13) as well as the in-
equality constraints given by (3-14)-(3-18), take a linear form. However, the equality
constraints imposed by the system dynamics in (3-11) and (3-12) are undeniably non-
linear, which makes this a nonlinear optimization problem.

3-2 Convex economic model predictive control framework

This section is devoted to the derivation of a novel CEMPC framework for HWFs.
The framework for HWTs is inspired by the pioneering work of Hovgaard, Boyd, and
Jørgensen, presented in [31]. Multiple papers in state-of-the-art literature present ex-
tensions of the original framework for conventional wind turbines [18, 58–61], but to the
best of the author’s knowledge, there has not been an extension such it can be used for
HWFs. Moreover, the existing CEMPC frameworks are created for the control of single
turbines, where the framework created in this thesis is capable of calculating control sig-
nals for multiple HWTs in a farm. These control inputs are optimized to maximize the
overall power production of the HWF. For this reason, the derivation of this CEMPC
framework for HWFs is regarded as a novel contribution. A schematic overview of this
framework is graphically presented in Figure 3-1.
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Convex
optimization

Variable
transformation

Figure 3-1: Block diagram of the convex economic model predictive framework. The
framework uses the rotor speed inputs ωn of all turbines n to calculate the rotor kinetic
energy values at the initial time t0 of an MPC cycle. The optimizer uses the rotor speed
and rotor-effective wind speed inputs vn in the convex system expression to optimize the
rotor and pump power trajectories Pr,n and Pp,n over a prediction horizon of [t0, t1]. The
optimization problem is restricted by state and input constraints. The results of the first
time step are taken and transformed in the original system variables: pump displacements
Vp,n, spear valve position s, and the collective blade pitch angles βn.

A convex representation of the internal control model system is derived by rewriting the
nonlinear optimization problem in terms of energies, powers, and pressure. The system
representation is rewritten as a convex optimization problem of the form [15]

min
x

f(x) (3-19)

s.t. gi(x) ≤ 0, ∀i, (3-20)
hk(x) = 0, ∀k, (3-21)

where x represents the optimization variables. The inequality constraints gi and objective
function f are convex, and all equality constraints hk are affine. The essential change of
variables in this work is described by

x = ω

u = [Vp β s]⊤

d = v

 →


x = K

u = [Pr Pp]⊤

d = v

, (3-22)

where the original variables are depicted on the left-hand side, and the new variables
on the right-hand side, x denotes the system’s state, u represents the system’s input
vector, d represents the system’s disturbance, and K is the rotational kinetic energy
of the drivetrain. Note that (3-22) describes the variable changes for a single turbine
system. Extending this principle for a N -turbine wind farm, gives the following variable
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transformations:

x = [ω1 . . . ωN ]⊤

u = [Vp,1 . . . Vp,N β1 . . . βN s]⊤

d = [v1 . . . vN ]⊤

 →


x = [K1 . . . KN ]⊤

u = [Pr,1 . . . Pr,N Pp,1 . . . Pp,N ]⊤

d = [v1 . . . vN ]⊤
.

(3-23)

3-2-1 Transforming the system dynamics

To obtain a convex representation of the system, such that a convex optimization problem
as in (3-19) can be constructed, the variable change described in the previous subsection
is performed. Note that linear rotor kinetic energy dynamics are imperative, as described
by (3-21). First, consider the relationship between the rotational kinetic energy and rotor
speed,

K = 1
2Jω2. (3-24)

The dynamics of the convex system representation are found by taking the derivative of
(3-24) with respect to time and substituting (3-1) in the result.

K̇ = Pr − Pp
ηvηm

, (3-25)

note that Pp/ηv = P
(m)
p , which is the mechanical pump power.

The state-space representation of a N -turbine convex control model HWF system is
described by


K̇n = Pr,n − Pp,n

ηvηm
, ∀n ⊂ Z+,

Pjet =
N∑

n=1
Pp,n,

(3-26)

(3-10)

where the states are the rotational kinetic energies Kn, the inputs are the aerodynamic
powers Pr,n and volumetric pump powers Pp,n, note that there are no disturbances
in this system representation, and the output is the jet power Pjet. The equation in
(3-26) represents the rotational kinetic energy dynamics for every turbine n in the HWF.
Finally, note that the system is linear and thus convex.
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3-2-2 Transforming the inequality constraints

Having transformed the wind farm dynamics and output in (3-26) and (3-10), the re-
mainder of the constraints posed by (3-14) - (3-18) will be transformed into a convex
representation in this section.

First, the rotor kinetic energy dynamics in (3-26) are constrained by

Kmin ≤ Kn ≤ Kmax, (3-27)

where Kmin = Jω2
min/2 and Kmax = Jω2

max/2.

The existing constraints on the pump powers Pp,n is the same as in (3-17)

Pmin ≤ Pp,n ≤ Prated. (3-28)

An additional constraint is needed to consider the bounds on the power posed by the
pump displacements Vp,n, given by (3-16). The constraint is derived by substituting
(3-24) in (3-8), which yields

0 ≤ Vmax

√
2Kn

J
ηv∆pp, (3-29)

where the rotor speed is substituted by ωn =
√

2KnJ−1. Note that this constraint
is nonlinear due to the multiplication of variables Kn and ∆pp. This poses a problem
when trying to create a convex optimization problem. As explained in Section 1-3, one of
the control objectives should be to maintain a constant network pressure, therefore, it is
assumed that the variable ∆pp becomes a constant ∆∆pp, which remains constant along
the MPC prediction horizon. From this point on forward, the constant pump pressure
in the MPC representation will be denoted by ∆p. The new constraint becomes

0 ≤ Pp,n ≤ Vmax

√
2Kn

J
ηv∆p. (3-30)

The nozzle parameters are designed such that the system can operate at rated and
maximum conditions. Therefore, the satisfaction of the constraints in (3-27) and (3-30)
are enough to ensure the compliance to the constraint posed on the spear position s,
given by (3-18).

The final constraint is needed to restrict the rotor power input. The rotor power Pr is
limited by the maximum available power that could be captured by the wind turbine,
given by

0 ≤ Pr,n ≤ P̂av,n(vn, Kn), (3-31)

where P̂av(v, K) represents a convex approximation of the available aerodynamic power
Pav at a certain wind speed and kinetic energy. Note that the left-hand side is set to
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zero since the aerodynamic power can not be negative. The approximation method is
discussed in the next section. The available power is defined by

Pav(v, K) = max
βmin≤β≤βmax

1
2ρACP(β, λ)v3. (3-32)

As can be seen from the equation above, the last remaining original inequality constraint
on β, given by (3-15), is used to define the upper bound on the aerodynamic power Pr.

By inspection of the constraints described in this section, it can be concluded that
the inequalities in (3-27) and (3-30) are respectively linear and convex, and therefore
satisfy the demands of the convex optimization form posed in (3-20). Similarly, (3-26)
corresponds to the demanded affine form, as in (3-21). Moreover, the output equality
constraint, posed in (3-10), is affine and thus conform with (3-19). At this point, the only
constraints from which it is still uncertain if they comply with the convex optimization
problem are the constraints on the rotor powers, denoted by (3-31). The approximated
available powers P̂av,n should be concave for the constraints to fall in line with the convex
optimization problem.

3-2-3 Approximating the available power

This section is devoted to describing the method which is used to approximate the
available rotor power as a concave function. The shape of the wind speed normalized
true available power curves, denoted as the dotted lines in Figure 3-3, appear to be
approximable by a concave function.

For every specific wind speed vi, a piecewise linear approximation is created [32]:

P̂av(vi, K) = min
{
a1K + b1, . . . , anpK + bnp

}
v3

i , (3-33)

where the constants a and b form part of affine functions that each provide a local ap-
proximation of the available power curve, np is the total number of such affine functions.
The following method is used to approximate P̂av(vi, K).

First, the values of {Ki ⊂ K | Kmin ≤ K ≤ Kmax} are collected for which a value
is available in the power coefficient table CP(β∗, λ). Note that, since the maximum
available power occurs when operating at optimum pitch blade angle, β∗ is assumed.
The abovementioned rotor kinetic energy values can be found using

Ki = 1
2J

(
λv

R

)2
, (3-34)

where {λ ⊂ R+ | λmin ≤ λ ≤ λmax}, defined by the original CP table seen in Figure 2-3.
These values of Ki are used to derive the range of available power coefficient values
CP,i(Ki), using a spline interpolation of the values of CP(β∗, λ) over the values of Ki.
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These values are used to find the available power equation as a function of the rotor
kinetic energy.

Pav(vi, Ki) = 1
2ρaACP,i(Ki)v3

i . (3-35)

Next, the optimum of P ∗
av(vi, K∗

i ) is found. The corresponding optimum kinetic rotor
energy K∗

i is multiplied with a hard-coded partition vector, such that an np number of
points of {Kp ⊂ Ki | 0.5K∗

i ≤ Kp ≤ 1.5K∗
i } are selected around the optimum value K∗

i .
The slope and bias of the true available power curve at these points are evaluated and
stored in Ai and Bi, respectively, given by

Ai = [a1, a2, . . . , anp ], (3-36)
Bi = [b1, b2, . . . , bnp ] = Pav(vi, Kp) − AiKp, (3-37)

where the constants a and b denote the slopes and biases, respectively, measured at the
evaluated partition points. Equation (3-33) can then be written as

P̂av(vi, K) = AiK + Bi. (3-38)

The method is graphically shown in Figure 3-2. The locations of the partitions Pav(vi, Kp)
on the curve and their corresponding linear functions are shown in Figure 3-2a. The min-
imum of these linear lines at each instant K can be used as an upper bound on the rotor
power Pr(vi). The resulting approximated curve is compared to the original curve in
Figure 3-2b.

(a) Curve approximation by linear functions derived
from the slope and bias of Pav(vi, Kp).

(b) The true and approximated available power curve,
Pav and P̂av, respectively.

Figure 3-2: The available power approximation method for v = 12 m/s, normalized by
v3. (a) First, the optimum of the true available power curve Pav is found. The optimum
value K∗ is multiplied by a hard-coded partition vector to obtain np number of values of
the curve around the optimum. The slope and bias are evaluated at these partition points,
which are used to construct linear functions of which their combined minimum represents
a linear approximation of the shape of the curve, as seen in (b). The approximated curve
P̂av(vi, K) can be used as the upper bound of the rotor power constraint in (3-31).
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The approximated available powers for different wind speeds are presented in Figure 3-3.
The corresponding original curves are shown as the dotted lines.

Figure 3-3: The linear approximated available power P̂av, normalized by v3, as a function
of the rotational kinetic energy K for different wind speeds v. The true available power
curves are also depicted as the dotted lines.

By using a linear interpolation between two neighboring wind speeds v1 and v2 for
which a function of the form shown by (3-38) is available, a concave approximation of
the available wind power can be constructed:

P̂av(v, K) =
(

1 − v − v1
v2 − v1

)
P̂av,1(K) +

(
v − v1
v2 − v1

)
P̂av,2(K). (3-39)

The resulting expression for P̂av(v, K) is concave because the sum of multiple concave
functions remains concave.

3-2-4 Convex optimization problem

Using the convex control model dynamics constraints, with the new variables in terms of
powers and energies, the originally nonlinear optimization problem discussed in Section
3-1-1 becomes convex and is given by
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max
Pr,1(t),...,Pr,N (t),Pp,1(t),...,Pp,N (t)

∫ t1

t0

N∑
n=1

Pp,n(t)dt

subjected to:
(3-40)

K̇n(t) = Pr,n(t) − Pp,n(t)
ηvηm

, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-26)

Kmin ≤ Kn(t) ≤ Kmax, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-27)
Pmin ≤ Pp,n(t) ≤ Prated, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-28)

Pp,n(t) ≥ 0, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-30)

Pp,n(t) ≤ Vmax

√
2Kn(t)

J
ηv∆p, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-30)

0 ≤ Pr,n(t) ≤ P̂av(vn(t), Kn(t)), n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (3-31)

where the dependence of the different variables on time t has again been included to
highlight that the optimization occurs over the prediction horizon from t0 to t1. The
presented optimization problem is convex as it satisfies the requirements discussed in
(3-19)-(3-21): the objective of the maximization problem is of an affine form, and hence
concave, the equality constraints and inequality constraints are linear, except for (3-30)
and (3-31), which are concave.

3-2-5 Retrieving the original input variables

The computed solutions of the convex optimization problem, introduced above, can
not directly be used to control the wind turbines. The optimized pump power P ∗

p and
P ∗

r need to be transformed to the original input variables: pump displacements Vp,n,
collective blade pitch angles βn, and the spear valve position s.

First, the rotor speed of a turbine n can be retrieved using a modification of the kinetic
rotor energy equation (3-24). Since K is constrained following the original constraint
on the rotor speed (3-14), there is a one-to-one correspondence between Kn and ωn,
denoted as

ωn =

√
2Kn

J
. (3-41)

The optimal pump displacements Vp,n are found by substituting the solution of (3-41)
in the following equation, which is a modification of the pump power equation (3-8),

Vp,n = Pp,n

ωnηv∆p
. (3-42)
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Next, the nozzle area can be recalculated by using (3-5) and the substitution of Qnz =∑N
n Pp,n (∆pp)−1, which comes from the pump power equation (3-8) and the fact that

the nozzle flow is the sum of pump flows in the control model. The resulting equation
for the nozzle area is given by

Anz =
N∑

n=1
Pp,n

Cd

√
2∆p3

ρw

−1

. (3-43)

The corresponding value of the spear position is then given by the modification of (3-6),

s = smax −
√

Anz/π − D2
nz/4

− tan2(α/2)
. (3-44)

The blade pitch angles βn are found considering its role in determining the rotor power Pr,
as described by (3-2). Assuming that the rotor-effective wind speed vn can be estimated
or measured by, e.g., a wind speed estimator or light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
sensor. This enables the power coefficient CP,n to be calculated using

CP,n = Pr,n
1
2ρaAv2

n

. (3-45)

The coefficient is dependent on both the blade pitch angle βn and tip speed ratio λn.
The tip speed ratio can be derived by combining (3-41) and the definition of the tip
speed ratio (2-3),

λn = R

vn

√
2Kn

J
. (3-46)

Since the power coefficient and the TSR are known, a corresponding pitch angle is
obtained using the power coefficient data, shown in Figure 2-3. By searching for points of
intersection between the calculated tip speed ratio and the contour line corresponding to
the calculated power coefficient, one or multiple pitch angle candidates may be found. In
the case that multiple possible pitch angle solutions are found, they should be evaluated
on the pitch constraints posed by (3-15) and discarded if they do not comply. A lookup
table is constructed to find the pitch angle which results in the lowest error between the
calculated power coefficient value and known power coefficient table value:

βn = β =∧ min |CP(β, λn) − CP,n|. (3-47)
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Chapter 4

Convex Economic MPC framework:
Implementation and Additional

Features

This chapter discusses the implementation of the theoretical convex economic model pre-
dictive control (CEMPC) framework, introduced in the previous chapter. Furthermore,
it elaborates on additional framework features that improve the accuracy of the internal
model and the performance of the controller when used on a simulated plant model.

First, the base implementation of the theoretical CEMPC framework is discussed in
Section 4-1. Section 4-2 elaborates on the addition of varying pump efficiencies in the
theoretical framework. The implementation of feedback measurements is described in
Section 4-3. Next, Section 4-4 discusses additional optimization objectives that are im-
plemented to improve the prediction and controller performance. The implemented op-
timization problem is presented in Section 4-5. Finally, an overview of the implemented
control diagram is shown in 4-6.

4-1 Convex economic MPC implementation

The CEMPC that is implemented for the hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm (HWF) is
shown in Figure 4-1. The controller uses measurements that are taken from all wind
turbines in the power plant. The rotor speed is used together with measured blade pitch
angles and pump torques to provide an estimate of the rotor-effective wind speed using
an immersion and invariance (I&I) wind speed estimator [47]. Furthermore, in real life,
controllers are employed on a digital computer system and true systems are continuous.
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44 Convex Economic MPC framework: Implementation and Additional Features

To simulate this difference, higher sampling rates are chosen for the true system model
than for the CEMPC controller. For this reason, the control inputs that are provided
by the controller need to be interpolated to avoid large input transients.

Convex
Economic  

MPC

Wind speed
estimator

Linear
interpolation

Figure 4-1: A block diagram that shows the basic features of the implemented CEMPC
framework. Measurements of the blade pitch angles βn, pump torques τp,n, and rotor
speeds ωn are used by an I&I wind speed estimator to obtain estimated values v̂n of the
rotor effective wind speeds vn acting on each wind turbine n. These values are fed into the
CEMPC controller. Other inputs of the controller are the measured rotor speeds ωn. The
optimized controller outputs consist of the solution trajectories of the pump displacements
Vp,n, blade pitch angles βn, and spear valve position s. The solutions of the first time step
in the predicted future are selected and linearly interpolated to avoid large input transients.
Note that in this chapter additional features will be included, the final implemented control
diagram is presented in Section 4-6.

4-1-1 Linear interpolation of controller outputs

In real controller implementations in wind farms, the frequency in which the controller
is updated is very unlikely to be as fast as the frequency at which the real wind tur-
bine plant states change. In this work, a difference in operating frequencies has been
implemented in the form of using different sampling rates. The outputs of the controller
are interpolated linearly between model predictive control (MPC) iterations to prevent
large wind turbine input transients. The CEMPC framework can adequately account for
the linear interpolation of the outputs by using a first-order-hold discretization method,
which is discussed in Section 4-1-3.

4-1-2 Wind speed estimation

With current wind speed measuring devices, it is not possible to accurately measure the
rotor effective wind speed v. Therefore, it is estimated by an I&I estimator [39, 47].
This estimator uses a smart adaptive parameter estimation technique to the rotor speed
dynamics to generate an estimate for the effective wind speed. Measurements from
the rotor speed and collective blade pitch angles, together with the measured reactive
pump torque on the rotor shaft, are used in the rotor torque and rotor speed dynamics
equations given by (2-6) and (2-7), respectively. The pump torques could be obtained
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4-1 Convex economic MPC implementation 45

using toque measurement techniques described in [79]. An easier approach would be
to approximate the pump torque using a pump pressure measurement and the known
pump displacement setting. In this thesis, it is assumed that the pump torque can be
directly measured. For clarity, the rotor torque equation is repeated,

τr (ω, v) = 1
2ρaA

v3

ω
CP (ω, v) (4-1)

The I&I torque balance estimator for a direct-drive hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbine
(HWT) is defined as  ˙̂vI = γ

J

[
τp − τr

(
ω, v̂I + γω

)]
v̂ = v̂I + γω

, (4-2)

where v̂ is the estimate of the wind speed v and γ > 0 is an adaption gain. By selecting
a sufficient high adaption gain, the estimator offers asymptotic convergence to not only
constant but also variable wind speeds. Interested readers are referred to [39, 47] for
more details.

In this work, it is assumed that the controller does not have the ability to perform wind
speed previewing. Such that the controller framework, proposed in this thesis, could be
compared with existing or future controllers which do not consider wind speed preview-
ing. Instead, the estimated wind speed v̂ is assumed to remain constant throughout the
entire prediction horizon.

4-1-3 Discretization

Most practical applications of MPC are based on discrete-time models [74]. As such,
this thesis will focus on the discrete-time implementation of the CEMPC. Therefore,
the continuous-time optimization problem, described in Section 3-2-4, needs to be dis-
cretized.

First, the mapping between the discrete and continuous time indications k and t, is given
by t = t0 +k∆tMPC, where ∆tMPC is the MPC step size. The discrete MPC optimization
for Np prediction time steps, is shown in the equations (4-3)-(4-11). The integral in
(3-40) can be approximated by the sum of the objective terms at the discrete intervals
within the time horizon, displayed in (4-3). To discretize the inequality constraints
posed by (3-27), (3-28), (3-30), and (3-31), simply apply each of these equations at all
the time steps k within the prediction horizon. The resulting optimization objective
with inequality constraints for every turbine n in the system are given by,
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max
P r,P p

Np∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

Pp,n[k]

subjected to:

(4-3)

Kn[k] ≥ Kmin, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-4)
Kn[k] ≤ Kmax, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-5)

Pp,n[k] ≥ Pmin, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-6)
Pp,n[k] ≤ Prated, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-7)
Pp,n[k] ≥ 0, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-8)

Pp,n[k] ≤ Vmax

√
2Kn[k]

J
ηv∆p, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-9)

Pr,n[k] ≥ 0, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-10)
Pr,n[k] ≤ P̂av(vn[k], Kn[k]), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-11)

where N is the total amount of turbines in the system, P r, and P p are matrices containing
the aerodynamic power and pump power of each turbine at every time step within the
prediction horizon, given as

P r =


Pr,1[1] Pr,1[2] . . . Pr,1 [Np]
Pr,2[1] Pr,2[2] . . . Pr,2 [Np]
...

... . . . ...
Pr,n[1] Pr,n[2] . . . Pr,n [Np]


⊤

, (4-12)

P p =


Pp,1[1] Pp,1[2] . . . Pp,1 [Np]
Pp,2[1] Pp,2[2] . . . Pp,2 [Np]
...

... . . . ...
Pp,n[1] Pp,n[2] . . . Pp,n [Np]


⊤

. (4-13)

As described in Section 2-6, the control inputs computed by the MPC algorithm are
linearly interpolated before they are used by the true system model because of a difference
in sampling times. Therefore, the rotor speed dynamics are discretized using the first-
order-hold method. The resulting discrete representation of the rotor kinetic energy
dynamics are given by

xd,n[k + 1] = Adxd,n[k] + Bd [Pr,n[k] Pp,n[k]]⊤ , (4-14)
Kn[k] = Cdxd,n[k] + Dd [Pr,n[k] Pp,n[k]]⊤ , (4-15)
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where discrete variables are denoted with the subscript ’d’, xd is the discrete state that
is used to describe the rotor kinetic energy dynamics (3-26), together with the discrete
state space matrices Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd.

When applying (4-14) and (4-15) to all the Np steps within the prediction horizon,
one single matrix equality can be derived that defines all the kinetic energies given the
current, measured kinetic energy and the MPC inputs:

K = AK0 + BrP r + BpP p, (4-16)

where A, Br, and Bp contain the state-space matrices of (4-14) and (4-15) for all wind
turbines in the system and all time steps, K0 is a vector containing the current rotor
kinetic energies of all wind turbines N , used as initial condition for the MPC iteration,

K0 =
[

K1[0] K2[0] . . . Kn[0]
]⊤

, (4-17)

and K is a matrix containing the kinetic rotor energy of every time step within the
prediction horizon for all turbines, given as

K =


K1[0] K1[1] K1[2] . . . K1 [Np]
K2[0] K2[1] K2[2] . . . K2 [Np]
...

...
... . . . ...

Kn[0] Kn[1] Kn[2] . . . Kn [Np]


⊤

. (4-18)

4-1-4 Time step size and prediction horizon length selection

The choice of the time step size ∆tMPC and the prediction horizon length Np are im-
portant for the effective implementation of the MPC controller. The step size should be
small enough such that the internal prediction model is able to correctly resemble the
dynamics of the controlled system. The prediction horizon determines how many pre-
dicted steps in the future the MPC controller considers in the optimization. If a control
action in the system is known to have a long-term effect on the system output, it may be
beneficial to have a long prediction horizon, such that the MPC controller can take this
effect into account in the optimization of the control inputs. However, the combination
of small step sizes and long prediction horizons result in long computation times, which
may cause the controller to become too slow to effectively control the system. Therefore,
it is important to diligently tune both parameters.

In the original CEMPC framework, developed by Hovgaard et al. in [31], the step size
is set to ∆tMPC = 0.2 seconds and a prediction horizon of Np = 50 time steps, resulting
in a prediction time of 10 seconds. It is found that for the implemented system model,
the original prediction is sufficiently long for the controller to steer the system towards
a predicted optimal steady-state.
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4-2 Addition of varying pump efficiencies

In the current description of the CEMPC, the consequences of the optimized control
actions on the varying pump efficiencies, described in Section 2-2-1, are not taken into
account. This contributes to a model mismatch between the internal control model and
the implemented model of the true system. In this section, an effort is made to include
varying pump efficiencies in the convex control model.

For clarity, the original equations of the pump efficiencies are restated

ηv,n = 1 − Cs
∆p

Vp,nµωn
, (4-19)

ηm,n =
(

1 + Cdamp
µωn

∆p
+ Cf

)−1
. (4-20)

These equations can not directly be used by the internal control model, as they are
described by the original system variables. To conform to the CEMPC requirements, it is
imperative to transform the efficiency formulations in terms of Pp or Pr, while considering
the convexity of the control model dynamics (3-26) and pump power constraint (3-30).
The volumetric efficiency term can be modified into a convex function of the pump
power by using the substitution Vp = Pp,n/(ωηv∆pn) in (4-19) and the constant pressure
assumption, described in Section 3-2-2,

ηv,n =
(

1 + Cs∆p2

µPp,n

)−1

. (4-21)

The resulting response is presented in Figure 4-2a. It must be noted that it is assumed
that the laminar leakage coefficient of the pump is known.

Where it is possible to obtain a function of the volumetric efficiency in terms of the
available variables, this is unfortunately not the case for the mechanical efficiency func-
tion posed in equation (4-20). However, when examining the values of ηm for different
pressures and rotor speeds displayed in Figure 4-2b, it is seen that the mechanical effi-
ciency does not deviate much from the rated value 0.97 for the posed operating range.
Therefore, this efficiency term is assumed to remain constant at ηm = 0.97.

The new convex kinetic rotor energy dynamics are obtained by substituting (4-21) in
(3-26) and given by

K̇n = Pr,n − Pp,n

ηm
− Cs∆p2

µηm
. (4-22)

The constraint posed in (4-7) is altered to the following expression:

Pp,n[k] ≤ Vmax

√
2Kn[k]

J
∆p − Cs∆p2

µηm
, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} . (4-23)
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(a) Volumetric pump efficiency as a convex function
of the rotor power Pp.

(b) Original mechanical pump efficiency as a function
of the rotor speed ω.

Figure 4-2: Pump efficiency functions. (a) The simulated volumetric efficiency ηv as a
function of the pump power Pp for different pressures around the nominal value ∆pp = 410
bar. The rated values of ηv = 0.98, ηm = 0.97, ωrated, and Prated are also depicted. (b)
The original mechanical efficiency as a function of ω. The efficiency value remains very
close to the rated value throughout the entire operation region.

4-3 Plant measurements and feedback implementation

The internal MPC control model is a simplified model of the plant. Hence, when only
using the internal control model, an error between the implemented control model and
the true system accumulates over time. To minimize this error, feedback is included in
the CEMPC framework by implementing hard equality constraints on the kinetic rotor
energies at the current time k=0 and soft power offset penalizing optimization objectives
for the first time step k=1. Moreover, measurements of the pump and nozzle pressures
are used to obtain a more accurate convex to original control variable mapping of the
nozzle area, described in Section 3-2-5. Finally, an additional constraint is included to
prevent the pump flow to become lower than the cut-in flow, described in Section 2-3-2.

Pressure measurements

Up until this point, it is assumed by the CEMPC framework that the pressures through-
out the network are all equal, but as it is possible to measure each pump and nozzle
pressure, the CEMPC is able to consider these differences.
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∆pn = ∆ppm,n, (4-24)
∆pnz = ∆pnzm , (4-25)

(4-26)

where ∆ppm,n are the measured pump- and ∆pnzm nozzle pressure.
The dynamics and constraint equations in (4-22) and (4-23), are modified to

K̇n = Pr,n − Pp,n

ηm
− Cs∆p2

n

µηm
, (4-27)

Pp,n[k] ≤ Vmax

√
2Kn[k]

J
∆pn − Cs∆p2

n

µηm
, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-28)

where the dynamics in (4-27) are discretized using the method discussed in Section 4-1-3.

Kinetic rotor energy feedback

By using rotor speed measurements, the kinetic rotor energies at the current time k = 0
can be derived, which is then used as a hard constraint in

Kn[0] = 1
2Jω2

m,n, (4-29)

where ωm,n are the measured rotor speeds.

Power feedback

To provide feedback on the aerodynamic and pump power, wind speed estimates v̂n

together with measurements of the pitch angles, pump displacements, rotor speeds, and
pump pressures are used to find estimates of the powers at the start of each MPC cycle.

Pr0,n = 1
2ρACP

(
βm,n,

ωm,nR

v̂n

)
v̂3

n, (4-30)

Pp0,n = Vpm,nωm,n∆pn, (4-31)

in which βm,n are the measured pitch angles, Vpm,n are the measured pump displace-
ments. The estimates are used in the following optimization objectives which need to
be maximized:

ϵr = − (Pr,n[1] − Pr0,n)2 , (4-32)
ϵp = − (Pp,n[1] − Pp0,n)2 . (4-33)

The abovementioned optimization objectives pose a soft constraint on the optimized
rotor and pump powers for the first predicted time step at k = 1. Values that are far
from the measured values will be penalized. This way, the first predicted rotor and pump
powers remain close to the estimated true values, and therefore the model-mismatch
between the internal control model and true system is mitigated.
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Improved nozzle area retrieval

Using the measured nozzle pressure in (4-25), a more accurate mapping of optimized
convex control variables Pp,n and Kn to the original spear valve area control variable,
described in (3-43) becomes

Anz =
N∑

n=1
Vp,nωn∆pnzηv,n

Cd

√
2∆p3

nz
ρw

−1

, (4-34)

note that Vp,n, ωn, and ηv are derived from Pp,n and Kn.

Cut-in flow constraint

To avoid the hydrailic dynamics to become unstable for operations at low wind speeds,
an additional constraint is introduced to prevent the pump flow to decrease below the
cut-in value described in Section 2-3-2. As the flow can be described by Qp,n = Pp,n/∆p,
the following constraint is added:

Pp,n ≥ Qcutin∆p. (4-35)

4-4 Additional optimization objectives

The performance of the CEMPC framework can be improved by including additional
optimization objectives. These objectives aim to either increase the realism of the opti-
mized predictions and control signal sequence or enhance the capability of the controller
to mitigate negative effects that could occur in the system.

4-4-1 Limiting power and kinetic energy rates

To ensure a smooth predicted power sequence, and as an attempt to account for hydraulic-
and actuator dynamics, equations (4-32) and (4-33) can be extended such that the rate
of change of the kinetic rotor energies, rotor powers, and pump powers in the optimized
input sequence is limited. The resulting expressions are given by

ϵK,n[k] =
{

− (Kn[k] − Kn[k − 1])2 , ∀k, (4-36)

ϵr,n[k] =
{

− (Pr,n[k] − Pr0,n)2 , for k = 1
− (Pr,n[k] − Pr,n[k − 1])2 , otherwise

, (4-37)

ϵp,n[k] =
{

− (Pp,n[k] − Pp0,n)2 , for k = 1
− (Pp,n[k] − Pp,n[k − 1])2 , otherwise

. (4-38)
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4-4-2 Overspeeding

When the rotor operates at an angular velocity larger than the rated rotor speed, acoustic
noise, and centrifugal forces may arise [18]. The controller should mitigate these negative
effects by attempting to limit the rotational speed to its rated value [4]. An additional
objective is therefore introduced, penalizing any kinetic rotor energy that surpasses
the rated kinetic rotor energy. The anti-overspeeding objective can be written as a
linear optimization objective combined with linear constraints, which is described in the
method below [18].
In conformity with the discretization method described in Section 4-1-3, the discrete
anti-overspeeding objective is given as

ϵo,n[k] = − max {Kn[k] − Krated , 0} . (4-39)

The sum is taken from k = 1 instead of the current time step k = 0 because the kinetic
rotor energy K[0] is determined by the equality constraint posed in Section 4-3. Reckon
that (4-39) can be reformulated as a linear function

max{a, b} = a + b

2 + |a − b|
2 , (4-40)

where a and b are two real numbers.
By utilizing (4-40) in (4-39), the anti-overspeeding objective yields

ϵo,n[k] = −Kn[k] − Krated
2 − |Kn[k] − Krated |

2 . (4-41)

The absolute values |K[k] − Krated | are replaced with new ’overspeed’ variables σK,n[k],
which make the objective in accordance with the convex optimization problem require-
ments. The final representation of the objective is given by

ϵo,n[k] = −1
2 (Kn[k] − Krated + σK,n[k]) . (4-42)

The new introduced ovespeed variables need to be bound by affine constraints

σK,n[k] ≥ K[k] − Krated , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-43)
σK,n[k] ≥ −K[k] + Krated , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} . (4-44)

The vector containing the overspeed variables of every time step within the prediction
horizon is given as

σK =


σK,1[1] σK,1[2] . . . σK,1 [Np]
σK,2[1] σK,2[2] . . . σK,2 [Np]
...

... . . . ...
σK,n[1] σK,n[2] . . . σK,n [Np]


⊤

. (4-45)
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4-4-3 Turnpike mitigation

A common problem in economic model predictive control (EMPC) implementations that
the authors of the original CEMPC framework do not discuss in [31] is a problem named
’turnpike’. Turnpike occurs when the kinetic rotor energy is not restricted at the end of
the prediction horizon k = Np. The controller will increase the pump power throughout
the end of the prediction horizon by decreasing the kinetic rotational energy in the
process [18]. It is possible to account for turnpike by including the term [18]

ϵtp,n = ηmKn [Np] , (4-46)

which is maximized by the optimization algorithm [28].

A downside of this objective is that it is contradictory to the anti-overspeeding objective,
as it rewards kinetic rotor energy values above the rated kinetic energy value. Therefore,
a modified representation is used, in which only kinetic rotor energies below the rated
rotor kinetic energy are rewarded [18]:

ϵtp,n = ηm

[
Kn [Np] − 1

2 (Kn [Np] − Krated + σK,n [Np])
]

, (4-47)

in which the subtracted term denotes rotor kinetic energies higher than the rated value.
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4-5 Implemented optimization problem

When collecting all the original, modified, and additional objectives and constraints,
presented in the previous sections, the resulting optimization problem is given by

min
P r,P p,σK

N∑
n=1

α2 (Pr,n[1] − Pr0,n)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
rotor power feedback

+ α3 (Pp,n[1] − Pp0,n)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
pump power feedback

+
Np∑
k=1

− α1Pp,n[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
maximize power

+ α5
Kn[k] − Krated + σK,n[k]

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimize overspeeding

+ α4 (Kn[k] − Kn[k − 1])2︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimize kinetic energy variations


+

Np∑
k=2

α2 (Pr,n[k] − Pr,n[k − 1])2︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimize rotor power variations

+ α3 (Pp,n[k] − Pp,n[k − 1])2︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimize pump power variations



− α6ηm

[
Kn [Np] − 1

2 (Kn [Np] − Krated + σK,n [Np])
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
turnpike mitigation


subjected to:

(4-48)

K = AK0 + BrP r + BpP p, (4-16)
Kn[0] = K0,n, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-29)
Kn[k] ≥ Kmin, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-4)
Kn[k] ≤ Kmax, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-5)

Pp,n[k] ≥ Pmin, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-6)
Pp,n[k] ≥ Qcutin∆p, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-35)
Pp,n[k] ≤ Prated, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-7)
Pp,n[k] ≥ 0, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-10)

Pp,n[k] ≤ Vmax

√
2Kn[k]

J
∆pn − Cs∆p2

n

µηm
, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-23)

Pr,n[k] ≥ 0, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-10)
Pr,n[k] ≤ P̂av(vn[k], Kn[k]), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-11)
σK,n[k] ≥ K[k] − Krated , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-43)
σK,n[k] ≥ −K[k] + Krated , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , (4-44)
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where the symbols α represent the objective weights, which are used to tune the MPC
objective, Np the prediction horizon length, and N denote the number of turbines in
the HWF. Note that the obtained objectives are convex, and therefore eligible for the
CEMPC control strategy. To make tuning of the objective function more convenient,
inputs and states of the system are normalized by their rated and nominal values.

The optimization problem can be solved using a second-order cone programming (SOCP)
optimization approach. It is possible to rewrite this optimization problem as a quadratic
programming (QP) problem, but it would need some modifications in the used method-
ology, which are out of the scope of this research. Interested readers are referred to the
thesis of R. Dinkla in [18].
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4-6 Implemented control diagram for continuously variable dis-
placement pumps hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm

The implemented control diagram is shown in Figure 4-3. The CEMPC framework
described can be used for the control of HWFs containing continuously variable dis-
placement pumps. However, as there are HWF concepts that use digital displacement
pumps, such as the Delft Offshore Turbine (DOT) turbines, a solution must be found to
cope with the discrete nature of the available pump displacements. Solutions found in
this thesis will be discussed in the following chapter.

Convex
Economic  

MPC

Wind speed
estimator

Linear
interpolation

System model

Figure 4-3: A control diagram that shows the dependencies between different controller
components and the investigated HWF. A rotor-effective wind speed estimates v̂n of the
wind speeds vn acting on each wind turbine n is provided to the implemented CEMPC block
by an I&I wind speed estimator. Other inputs of the controller comprise measurements of
the blade pitch angles βn, pump torques τp,n, rotor speeds ωn, pump pressures pp,n, and
nozzle pressure pnz. The optimized controller outputs consist of the solution trajectories
of the pump displacements Vp,n, blade pitch angles βn, and spear valve position s. The
solutions of the first time step in the predicted horizon are selected and linearly interpolated
to avoid large input transients. These final optimized values are used as inputs of the system
model of the HWF.
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Chapter 5

Digital Displacement Pump Control

The convex economic model predictive control (CEMPC) framework, derived in the pre-
vious chapter, is able to control a hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm (HWF) with turbines
that contain continuously variable displacement pumps (CDPs). However, this study is
aimed at providing a controller for both CDP- and digital displacement pump (DDP)-
hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines (HWTs). Therefore, an additional algorithm is devel-
oped to determine which displacement to select from the discrete set of available pump
displacement settings.

First, Section 5-1 explains how the available displacement candidate is derived, based
on the CEMPC algorithm provided optimized displacement value. Next, Section 5-2
describes the switching logics used to limit the amount of switching by the algorithm.
Finally, an overview of the implemented control diagram for the control of DDP-HWFs
is given in Section 5-3.

5-1 Available pump displacement candidate selection

Where a continuously variable displacement pump can realize all the values between the
minimum pump displacement Vmin and maximum pump displacement Vmax, a digital
displacement pump only has a final set of available displacement settings dependent
on the number of active piston chambers, as described in Section 2-2. The available
displacement settings are given by the following equation, which is restated from (2-8):

Vp = nc,iVc, (2-8)

where Vp ∈ Z+ is the total volumetric displacement of the pump, {nc,i ⊂ Z+ | 1 ≤ nc,i ≤
nc} is the number of active piston chambers with nc the maximum number of active
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pistons, and Vc is the fixed volumetric displacement a single piston chamber for a pump
shaft revolution.
A candidate displacement setting is proposed employing a lookup table which finds the
closest digital displacement setting of the set Vp ∈ Z+ to the optimized value V ∗

p given
by the CEMPC algorithm,

Vcandidate = min |V ∗
p − Vp|. (5-1)

5-2 Switching logics

A problem that occurs when only using the selection rule, described in the previous
section, is that the controller will switch frequently between the available pump settings.
The sudden change in pump displacement can cause the excitation of pipeline dynamics,
with undesired pressure and flow peaks as a result. Therefore, it is beneficial to mini-
mize the number of pump displacement switches. By adding barriers for the controller
to switch too frequently to the derived displacement candidate, extensive switching is
prevented. Two switching rules are used in conjunction for the implemented switching
logic.
The first rule only allows the controller to switch when the optimized displacement input
V ∗

p is within a boundary band of the proposed displacement candidate Vcandidate,

Vnew =
{

Vcandidate, if |V ∗
p − Vcandidate| < τsVc,

Vprev, otherwise,
(5-2)

where Vnew denotes the new displacement setting, Vprev represents the previously selected
displacement setting, and τs is the switching threshold. In this study, the threshold is
chosen to be a percentage of the fixed volumetric displacement of a single-piston chamber
Vc. Note that for the threshold value τs to have an effect, concerning the nearest available
displacement candidate selection described in the previous section, its value should be
lower than 0.5. Moreover, when the threshold is not crossed, the selected displacement
remains equal to the displacement of the previous time step.
The second switching rule is based on whether switching will reduce the distance to the
maximum achievable pump power output, which is estimated using the immersion and
invariance (I&I) estimated rotor effective wind speed,

Pp,max = 1
2ρaACP,maxv̂3ηmηv. (5-3)

The powers resulting from the new and previously selected displacement settings, Vnew
and Vprev, respectively, are derived using

Pnew = Vnewωmηv∆ppm , (5-4)
Pprev = Vprevωmηv∆ppm , (5-5)
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where ωm and ∆ppm are the measured values of the rotor speed and pump pressure,
respectively.

The proposed displacement Vnew is selected when the distance to the maximum achiev-
able pump power is reduced

Vdp =
{

Vnew, if |Pnew − Pp,max| < |Pprev − Pp,max|,
Vprev, otherwise.

(5-6)

The algorithm stores the selected displacement value as follows:

Vprev = Vdp. (5-7)
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5-3 Implemented control diagram for digital displacement wind
turbines

The implemented control diagram for the control of HWFs containing digital displace-
ment pumps is shown in Figure 5-1. The performance of the control framework for both
CDP-HWTs and DDP-HWTs are presented and discussed in the following chapter.

Convex
Economic  

MPC

Wind speed
estimator

Linear
interpolation

System model

Displacement
selection

Figure 5-1: A control diagram that shows the dependencies between different control
components and the investigated HWF. A rotor-effective wind speed estimates v̂n of the
wind speeds vn acting on each wind turbine n is provided to the implemented CEMPC block
by an I&I wind speed estimator. Other inputs of the controller comprise measurements of
the blade pitch angles βn, pump torques τp,n, rotor speeds ωn, pump pressures pp,n, and
nozzle pressure pnz. The optimized controller outputs consist of the solution trajectories
of the pump displacements Vp,n, blade pitch angles βn, and spear valve position s. The
pitch angle and spear valve position solutions of the first time step in the predicted horizon
are selected and linearly interpolated to avoid large input transients. The optimized pump
displacement values V ∗

p,n are used in the displacement selector block to find the suitable
discrete displacement settings which can be realized by the digital displacement pumps.
These final optimized and selected values are used as inputs of the system model of the
HWF.
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Chapter 6

Simulation and Results

The previous two chapters presented the convex economic model predictive control
(CEMPC) framework for hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms (HWFs) containing continuously
variable displacement pumps (CDPs) and digital displacement pumps (DDPs), respec-
tively. This chapter illustrates how these frameworks are incorporated within simula-
tions and presents the results that are obtained. Furthermore, it compares the simula-
tion results of single-turbine and two-turbine HWF control using the proposed CEMPC
framework.

Section 6-1 explains the setup with which the CEMPC framework is simulated and
elaborates on the goals of the simulation. Thereafter, the optimization objective weight
selection is discussed in Section 6-2. Next, the results of the CEMPC for single- and
two-turbine HWFs are discussed and compared for four different wind cases. The first
wind case, presented in Section 6-3, concerns stair wind profiles throughout the entire
operating region of the wind turbines and is used to unravel the behavior of the controller
frameworks. Section 6-4 presents the simulation results for a below-rated turbulent
wind case. The performance of the framework for simulations of near-rated turbulent
wind conditions is discussed in Section 6-5. Section 6-6 refers to above-rated results.
A comparison of the estimated yearly energy generation of the controlled hydraulic-
drivetrain wind turbines (HWTs) and idealized National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) 5-MW wind turbines is presented in Section 6-7. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section 6-8.

6-1 Simulation strategy

The goal of the simulation study is to serve as a proof of concept. Moreover, it is
used to evaluate the behavior and performance of the novel proposed scalable CEMPC
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controller framework. The results of controlling single-turbine and two-turbine HWFs
are compared. Furthermore, the differences of controlling CDP- and DDP-HWFs are
investigated. The two different pump cases will respectively be denoted as (C) and (D)
in the remainder of this chapter. An overview of all the simulation, controller, and plant
model parameters is given in Appendix A.

Wake effects are out of the scope of this work, therefore, the two turbines in the multi-
turbine case are assumed to be placed parallel to each other, as depicted in Figure 6-1,
such that their perceived wind is not affected by wake interaction.

The controller performance is evaluated for four different wind speed profiles.

• Case 1: Staircase wind signal throughout the complete operational regime
• Case 2: Below-rated turbulent wind profile
• Case 3: Near-rated turbulent wind profile
• Case 4: Above-rated turbulent wind profile

The first wind scenario considers 10-minute (600-second) staircase wind profiles through-
out the full operation region and is used to investigate the steady-state performance of

Figure 6-1: Parallel two-turbine HWF setup for the simulation study. It is assumed that
there is no wake interaction between the two turbines.
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the CEMPC framework and controlled system. Moreover, it shows how the controller
reacts to instantaneous wind speed changes. Data from the Dutch Offshore Wind At-
las (DOWA) [77], suggest that the average offshore wind speed at 100 m height in Dutch
wind farms roughly ranges between 8-12 m/s over the year. In this thesis, the perfor-
mance of the controllers is investigated in a wind speed range of 7-18 m/s for a hub
height of 90 m.

The other three wind cases contain 15-minute (900-second) turbulent below-rated, near-
rated, and above-rated wind speed profiles with a mean of 8 m/s, 12 m/s, and 16 m/s,
respectively. These wind cases are used to evaluate the performance when exposed to
more realistic dynamic wind speed inputs. Two turbulent wind speed profiles are created
for each of the aforementioned wind speed cases. The first wind speed profile is used
as an input for the single-turbine case and the first turbine in the two-turbine case.
The second wind speed profile is only used as an input for the second turbine in the
two-turbine case.

The turbulent wind speed profiles are generated using the turbulent wind speed simulator
TurbSim [37], created by NREL. A 15 by 15 grid-point matrix, representing a 145 m by
145 m grid, is used to simulate 1000 second wind speed profiles at 90 m hub height with
a time step of 0.01 seconds. The first 100 seconds are used for initialization purposes.
The International Electrotechnical Comission (IEC) Kaimal Normal Turbulence Model
(NTM) is used, resulting in turbulence intensities of 24%, 19%, and 18%, corresponding
to the below-rated, near-rated, and above-rated mean wind speeds, respectively.

The simulations are performed using the control diagrams shown in Figure 4-3 and Fig-
ure 5-1. The system model and CEMPC framework described in Section 2-6, Section 4-6,
and Section 5-3 are simulated within a MATLAB Simulink environment. An immersion
and invariance (I&I) wind speed estimator is employed to estimate the rotor-effective
wind speed. The estimator gain is tuned such that the estimated wind speed converges
fast, but stable. The plant model runs at a sample rate of 0.01 seconds and the CEMPC
framework at 0.2 seconds. The second-order cone programming (SOCP) optimization
problem is solved using MOSEK. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the first 100
seconds of the turbulent wind cases are used for initialization purposes and are not shown
in the results.

The electrical power generation of the HWTs will be compared with the results of em-
ploying idealized NREL 5-MW reference turbines. The assumption is made that the
reference turbines are capable of obtaining maximum power coefficient values in below-
rated regions, and perfectly track their rated power in above-rated regions. Accordingly,
the following static equation describes the reference turbine power throughout the sim-
ulation:

Pg,NREL = min
(1

2ρaACP,maxv̂3ηg, 5 × 106
)

, (6-1)

where CP,max is the maximum power coefficient, v̂ is the estimated wind speed, and ηg
is the generator efficiency. The total generated electrical power of the HWF is compared
to that of the reference turbines and expressed as ηNREL.
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6-2 Optimization objective weight selection

Tuning the objective weights of the CEMPC optimization problem, shown in (4-48), is a
nontrivial task. As mentioned in Section 4-5, the optimization variables are normalized
to facilitate the tuning process. To compare the basic performance of a single and two-
turbine controller, the optimization weights are considered equal for the two cases. The
resulting weights are given by Table 6-1. Note that the normalized values of the tuned
weights with respect to each other determine the actual contribution to the optimization
objectives.

Table 6-1: Weights of the optimization problem that is solved by the implemented CEMPC
framework. The first weight α1 values the maximization objective of the collective power, α2
the minimization of rotor power variations, α3 the minimization of pump power variations,
α4 the minimization of the kinetic rotor energy state variations, α5 the minimization of
overspeeding, and α6 represents the weight for the minimization of turnpike mitigation.

Tuned optimization weights
W α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6
V 2 1 5 30 1 2

In the tuning process, it is seen that the weight on the power maximization objective,
α1, has a great influence on the maximum attained power coefficient in below-rated
conditions. However, when making the weight too high, the controlled system shows
aggressive and oscillatory behavior. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between power maxi-
mization and smooth system behavior.

The rate-limiting objectives for the rotor power, pump power, and rotor kinetic energy,
respectively weighted by α2 and α3, determine the allowed speed in actuating the blade
pitch angles, pump displacements, and indirectly the spear position. By tuning these
weights, an attempt is made to compensate for the omitted actuator and hydraulic
dynamics. Moreover, the acceleration of the rotor speed is reduced by increasing α4. It
is seen that limiting the kinetic rotor energy results in less excitation of the hydraulic
dynamics and smoother power responses. Too high values for the aforementioned weights
may result in undesired actuator interference, such as blade pitch control in below-rated
regions and excessive pump displacement control in above-rated operation. The last two
weights are tuned such that the controller prevents overspeeding and turnpike.
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6-3 Wind case 1: Staircase throughout the operating regime

This section presents the adequacy of the novel HWF-CEMPC frameworks to control
CDP- and DDP-HWFs throughout the entire operating wind speed regime. Figure 6-2
shows the employed wind speed signals and the corresponding I&I estimated values for
the first and second wind turbines. The graphs clearly display the wind speed estimator
delay, as the algorithm needs time to converge. The rated wind speed, denoted as the
dashed line, is valued at 11.4 m/s. Note that for the single-turbine control case, only
the first signal is used.

The results presented in this section show that the CEMPC framework is capable of
controlling single-turbine and two-turbine HWTs. An effort is made to maximize the
power capture in below-rated wind regions and to maintain the pump power at its
rated conditions at above-rated conditions. This resembles the state-of-the-art control
strategy described in Section 1-3. Note, however, that the controller has not been
given any explicit information about different control strategies for different wind speed
regions. It merely maximizes the objective function while considering the state and
input constraints. Furthermore, the controller mitigates overspeeding. The following
subsections discuss the results in more detail.

Note that the mechanical pump powers will be presented in the remainder of this chapter
with a corresponding rated value of 5.3 MW.

6-3-1 Single-turbine control

This section first elaborates on the by the CEMPC envisioned performance, resulting
from the internal control model responses, including the optimized powers and retrieved
states and control inputs. Next, the measured HWF outputs will be discussed.

Figure 6-2: Hub height staircase wind speed signals for two wind turbines, covering the
operational wind speed envelope. The true, I&I estimated, and rated wind speeds are
depicted for two wind turbines. Note that the wind signal of the first turbine diverges,
covering the wind envelope, where the second signal remains constant at 7 m/s.
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CEMPC internal control model responses and resulting control inputs

Figure 6-3 shows the CEMPC optimized power responses, rotor states delivered by the
internal control model. Moreover, the computed control inputs are presented. These
results reveal the controller’s intention on controlling the HWTs.

In below-rated regions, the controller’s effort to maximize wind power extraction is
visible in the power coefficient and tip-speed ratio (TSR) graphs. The controller steers
the system towards the optimal TSR to maximize the power coefficient. The pump
displacement and spear valve area are employed to obtain the desired pump torque.
Note that in this operational area, the rotor speed is mainly regulated by controlling the
pump torque, such that no useful energy is lost by pitching the blades.

It is found that the optimal TSR is not perfectly tracked at steady-state conditions. The
tradeoff between the multiple control objectives, described in Section 6-2, certainly plays
a significant role. Another possible contribution could be an error in the approximated
available aerodynamic power, which is used as an upper bound in the optimization
problem of the CEMPC (Section 3-2-2). A lower approximated aerodynamic power
than the true value may pose a limitation on the maximum rotor speed, aerodynamic
power, TSR, and power coefficient values. Finally, an increased pump pressure may lead
to unattainable TSRs. This is further discussed later in this section.

When the rated pump power limit is reached, the controller starts actively regulating the
blade pitch angles to keep the system within its constraints by rejecting excess aerody-
namic power. The pump displacement is controlled towards its maximum value and the
spear position converges. The latter varies slightly to preserve nominal nozzle pressure,
but does not significantly contribute to rotor speed control. Pump displacements are
used in above-rated conditions to mitigate transients induced by the instantaneous wind
speed steps. Finally, note that the controller actively counters rotor overspeed.

Measured HWF responses

The results shown in Figure 6-4 present the measured HWT outputs as a result of the
control inputs given by the CEMPC.

The differences between the measured plant outputs and the internal control model
outputs are small, but slightly deviate. The measured aerodynamic rotor power response
changes rapidly with the instantaneous step in wind speed, as it is directly affected. The
convergence time of the I&I wind speed estimator results in a delayed aerodynamic power
response in the internal control model. This results in lagged controller reaction and
results in slower downstream power responses. Moreover, hydraulic network dynamics
and actuator dynamics are not taken into account by the CEMPC framework. This may
result in oscillatory behavior, rated pump power overshoots, and longer settling times.

Nevertheless, the controlled HWTs show satisfactory power maximization in below-rated
regions and aerodynamic power rejection in above-rated regions. However, the controller
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Figure 6-3: Staircase single-turbine CEMPC envisioned responses for the (C) and (D)
cases. The upper plots show the power responses. The rotor states and actuator control
inputs are shown in the lower matrix of plots. The transition from maximizing farm power
to rejecting excess aerodynamic power is clearly visible in the power plots. Overspeed
mitigation is notable, and the TSR graph shows that optimal TSR is not perfectly tracked.
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Figure 6-4: Staircase single-turbine measured (C) and (D) HWF outputs. The upper plots
show the power responses. Rotor, drivetrain, and actuator measurements are shown in the
lower plot matrix. The controller successfully controls the HWF throughout the operation
window. Note that the (D) pump displacements switch near-instantaneously. Moreover, an
increasing pressure offset and unmet rated pump conditions are visible.
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framework does not perform adequately on keeping the nozzle pressure at the nominal
value. The controller is capable of selecting the correct nozzle area values at steady-state
conditions, but is unable to compensate for fast changes in pressure. This is visible in
the pressure graph in Figure 6-4, which displays large deviations from the nominal value.
A possible explanation could be the difference in execution rate of the control framework
and the HWT plant model, and the, therefore, interpolated control inputs. Moreover,
the mapping from the optimized convex CEMPC variables to the nozzle area required
to maintain nominal nozzle pressure, in (3-43), is not perfect.

Power limiting system characteristics

When investigating the staircase results in Figure 6-4, several power limiting system
characteristics were found. The following paragraphs elaborate on these problems.

At around 200 seconds, the power coefficient settles at a lower value than before, while
rated pump power conditions are not attained yet. This is caused by the fact that the
maximum pump displacement limit is reached. Therefore, the system converges on a
suboptimal operation point where blade pitch control is necessary for below-rated condi-
tions, and available useful wind power is not captured. This problem could be addressed
by improving the pump design by increasing the maximum pump displacement.

A problem that can be seen in the pressure responses is the increasing offsets between
pump and nozzle pressures. This phenomenon is caused by larger pressure losses due
to increased friction at higher flows, explained in Section 2-3. An increase in pressure
results in higher pump torques and -powers regarding the same flow. Considering the
pump design and the corresponding power constraints (Section 4-5), the abovemen-
tioned phenomenon renders it impossible to operate at maximum pump displacement
and rated rotor speed simultaneously when exposed to above-nominal pump pressures.
Accordingly, the controller slightly reduces the rotor speed and the volumetric displace-
ment to compensate for the increased pump pressures at rated pump conditions. This is
clearly visible in the above-rated rotor speed and pump displacement responses of (C)
in Figure 6-3.

This prevents the pumps to operate at rated conditions, leading to suboptimal flow
production at rated pump power. As the jet power is defined as the product of the
nozzle flow and the nozzle pressure, which is maintained at the nominal value, the
maximum attainable jet power decreases for pump pressures above the nominal value.
This is visible in the power responses in Figure 6-4, where the offset between pump
and jet power increases. This effect could be mitigated by designing the pump for the
increased pressure at rated conditions instead of the nominal pressure. Note, however,
that this may lead to decreased pump efficiencies for lower flow operation.
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Difference in employed pumps

When comparing the results of (C) and (D) in Figure 6-4, differences in controller be-
havior become visible. This is discussed in the following paragraphs.
From the power responses, it can be seen that the aerodynamic rotor power performances
are similar. Larger differences are visible in the downstream power responses, as the
near-instantaneous switching of the DDP pump displacement directly alters the pump
flow, -torque, and -power. The combination of a rapid change in pump flow and spear
position as a reaction, excite the hydraulic dynamics and induce large pressure and flow
peaks, affecting the produced jet power. As this also affects the jet velocity, this results
in less stable generator power outputs compared to the (C) case. It must be noted that
the Pelton generator inertia and dynamics are not taken into account. In this study,
the generator power changes instantly for a jet power and jet velocity change, whereas
in reality the inertia of the Pelton runner will add damping and facilitate a more stable
generator power response.
Note that the differences in the responses of (C) and (D) become smaller at rated con-
ditions, where the pump displacement in (D) is retained at its maximum value. Still,
the controller in (C) is more adequate in mitigating power oscillations, as it is capable
of using small pump displacement variations. In the (D) case, the controller is unable
to alter the digital pump displacements in near-rated conditions due to limited pump
displacement availability and switching thresholds posed by the displacement selection
algorithm. The controller is not compensating for the difference in the CEMPC calcu-
lated continuous displacement and the selected digital displacement. The applied blade
pitch angles are based on the optimized aerodynamic power, without considering the
effect of the abovementioned difference in the selected pump displacement. This allows
the selection of controller input combinations leading to rated pump power crossing.

6-3-2 Two-turbine control

The previous section considered the control of a single HWT. This section will elaborate
upon two-turbine HWF cases.
Figure 6-5 shows the outputs of a CEMPC controlled two-turbine HWF for the case
where both turbines are exposed to the same wind speed signal. The controllers of the
single- and two-turbine cases exhibit similar characteristics. Visible differences are that
the jet power, generator power, and flows are roughly doubled by the addition of the
extra wind turbine. Furthermore, the pressure offset at rated conditions is increased to
a gap of almost 20 bar. Finally, the turbine outputs show more oscillatory behavior, due
to the increased complexity of the control of the coupled system dynamics introduced
by the drivetrain-sharing wind turbines.
In real-world scenarios, it is unlikely that two turbines experience equal wind speeds.
Therefore, the abovementioned equal wind profile case will be compared with a situation
where the wind turbines experience different wind speed signals.
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Figure 6-5: Staircase two-turbine HWF outputs for equal wind speed profiles. The com-
bined pump flow is denoted as pt and the mean pressure of the two pumps as pµ. Note
that the controller behavior is similar to the single-turbine case. The flow, jet power, and
generator power are roughly doubled. Moreover, the pressure offset has increased to approx-
imately 20 bar. Finally, increased oscillatory behavior due to dynamic coupling is visible.
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Table 6-2: Comparison of single-turbine (ST) and two-turbine (TT) HWF performance
for the equal wind and diverting wind cases. The energy generated by the two pumps and
the total number is given, moreover, η denotes the efficiency of the two-turbine case with
respect to the combined results from the two separate working single-turbine HWFs.

Eptot [kWh] ηp Ejet [kWh] ηjet
Eq. wind (ST) 1352.2 - 1328.1 -
Eq. wind (TT) 1350.8 99.897% 1305.1 98.269%
Div. wind (ST) 852.69 - 840.45 -
Div. wind (TT) 851.47 99.857% 837.24 99.618%

Comparison between equal and diverting wind speed cases

Figure 6-2, presents the wind speed profiles perceived by the two wind turbines in the
diverting wind speed case. The wind speed of the second wind turbine is maintained at
7 m/s while the staircase signal of the previous subsection is used for the first turbine.
The resulting responses are visualized in Figure D-1 in Appendix D.

Table 6-2 displays pump power performances of single-turbine and two-turbine CDP-
HWFs for equal- and diverting wind cases. In the single-turbine cases, two parallel
working single-turbine HWFs are considered, having separate hydraulic drivetrains and
spear valves. In the two-turbine cases, the two turbines share a hydraulic drivetrain and
are controlled by the same spear valve. The efficiencies given in the table denote the
efficiency of the two-turbine farm with respect to two single-turbine power plants.

In both wind cases, the two separate single-turbine power plants are capable of producing
more combined pump and jet energy compared to the two-turbine farm. This can be
allocated to the fact that in the two-turbine farm, the system is harder to control due
to coupled dynamics. Furthermore, due to increased flow in the two-turbine case, larger
friction losses are induced and thereby the jet power efficiency is decreased even more
than the pump power efficiency.

It is noticeable that the pump energy efficiency is lower in the diverting wind case than in
the equal wind case. This can be explained by the fact that the optimal pump pressure
values of the individual wind turbines deviate for diverging wind speed signals. Since
the spear position is used in an effort to maintain nominal nozzle pressure, obtaining
the desired pump torque is dependent on regulating the pump pressures using pump
displacements. Increased oscillatory pressure behavior is induced by the addition of
the second wind turbine, which makes optimal pump pressure tracking more complex,
especially when having limited pump displacement choice as in (D). It is expected that a
two-turbine DDP-HWF would show significantly lower performances in this wind case.

The jet energy efficiency, however, is higher for the diverting wind case. The total
network flow is lower than in the equal wind case due to lower wind speed values for the
second turbine, resulting in fewer pipeline losses and higher drivetrain efficiency.
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6-4 Wind case 2: Below-rated turbulent wind profile

Where in the previous section the steady-state performance of the controllers in different
wind speed regions were analyzed, the following sections will focus on the performance
for more realistic turbulent wind speed cases. This section elaborates on the performance
of the controllers for the below-rated turbulent wind speed signals, shown in Figure 6-6.
Note again that for the single-turbine control case, only the first signal is used.

Single-turbine control

The simulated power responses and plant measurements for the below-rated single-
turbine case are shown in Figure 6-7. The obtained results are summarized in Table 6-3.
Note that the values presented in this table are rounded to two significant digits for
conciseness.

The behavior of the controlled system resembles the conventional turbine control strategy
for below-rated wind speed conditions, as described in the previous wind case.

When comparing the results of the (C) and (D) cases in Figure 6-7 and Table 6-3
it can be concluded that the performance of both cases is similar. It must be noted
that in the far digits, the (C) is capable to obtain higher power means with respect
to (D). A visible difference is that the deviations in the (D) case are higher due to
the instantaneous switching of pump displacements. This is also seen in the pressure
response and eventually leads to a less stable generator power response.

Finally, 88% of the maximum attainable power (considering maximum pump and gen-
erator efficiencies) is extracted by the power plant. This corresponds to 84% of the
energy that the NREL 5-MW turbine could produce for the given wind, assuming that
the reference turbine is able to operate at the maximum power coefficient.

Figure 6-6: Hub height below-rated wind speed signals with an 8 m/s mean and a turbu-
lence intensity of 24%. The true, I&I estimated, rated, and mean wind speeds are depicted
for two wind turbines.
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Figure 6-7: Below-rated single-turbine results for a turbulent wind profile. The upper plots
show the power responses of the (C) and (D) cases. Note that the depicted pump power
is the mechanical pump power. The plant measurements are presented in the lower plots.
The power coefficient plot shows the controller’s effort to maximize the wind power capture.
Note that the nozzle pressure deviates from the nominal value.
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Table 6-3: Dynamic single-turbine HWF performance of the CDP and DDP case at below-
rated turbulent wind speeds. The mean µ and standard deviations σ and σ/µ of various
parameters are presented. Total produced energies are given by E, the portion of this
energy that is obtained by powers above the rated pump power constraint is given by EO,
and maximum overshoot percentage by PO. Note that for below-rated conditions, there is
no rated pump power overshoot. The efficiency with respect to the maximum attainable
power, considering maximum pump and generator efficiencies, is described by ηmax. The
efficiency compared to NREL 5-MW reference turbines is denoted by ηNREL.

(C) (D)
Turbine 1 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 1.8 0.62 35% 1.8 0.63 36%
Pump power [MW] 1.6 0.60 37% 1.6 0.61 38%
Jet power [MW] 1.6 0.60 37% 1.6 0.62 39%
Generator power [MW] 1.4 0.53 38% 1.4 0.54 39%
Power coefficient [-] 0.46 0.0041 0.89% 0.46 0.0082 1.8%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.91 0.084 9.2% 0.91 0.11 12%
Pipeline efficiency [-] 1.0 0.021 2.2% 1.0 0.032 3.2%
Pelton efficiency [-] 0.88 7.3×10−4 0.083% 0.88 8.3×10−4 0.094%
Pump pressure [bar] 410 6.6 1.6% 410 7.3 1.8%
Nozzle pressure [bar] 409 6.3 1.5% 409 7.1 1.7%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump Energy [MWh] 0.40 0.0% 0.0% 0.40 0.0% 0.0%

E ηmax ηNREL E ηmax ηNREL
Electrical energy [MWh] 0.35 88% 84% 0.35 88% 84%

Two-turbine control

The simulated power responses and plant measurements for the below-rated two-turbine
case are shown in Figure 6-8, and summarized in Table 6-4.

When comparing the results of the first turbine in Table 6-4 with the results of the
single-turbine case in Table 6-3, it is seen in the far decimals that the average power
coefficient value of the two-turbine case is lower than the single-turbine case. This means
that the individual wind power capture performances decrease for the addition of wind
turbines. Furthermore, the drivetrain efficiency decreases due to additional pressure
loss induced by higher flows. A positive effect is increased damping, which results in a
more stable nozzle pressure and more stable generator power outputs, seen by declined
standard deviations.

It can be seen that the (D) case is slightly less efficient and produces less energy. This
is induced by the negative effects induced by limited pump displacement settings and
near-instantaneous switching of the pump displacements. Finally, it can be seen that the
controller uses blade pitch control in below-rated regions to compensate for the coupled
dynamics.
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Figure 6-8: Below-rated turbulent two-turbine HWF outputs. The combined pump flow
is denoted as pt and the mean pressure of the two pumps as pµ. Note that the flow, jet
power, and generator power are increased. Moreover, the increased flow adds damping to
the pressure response. Furthermore, increased oscillatory behavior due to dynamic coupling
is visible. For this reason, blade pitch control is used in below-rated conditions.
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Table 6-4: Dynamic two-turbine HWF performance of the CDP and DDP case at below-
rated turbulent wind speeds. Note that the values are rounded to two significant digits for
conciseness. The pipeline efficiency is decreased compared to the single-turbine case due to
higher pressure losses. Nominal nozzle pressure tracking is improved due to added hydraulic
damping, resulting in lower generator power deviations. Finally, it is notable that the (D)
HWF is less efficient.

(C) (D)
Turbine 1 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 1.8 0.62 35% 1.8 0.62 36%
Pump power [MW] 1.6 0.60 37% 1.6 0.62 39%
Power coefficient [-] 0.46 0.0041 0.90% 0.45 0.0079 1.7%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.91 0.084 9.3% 0.91 0.11 13%
Pump pressure [bar] 411 5.3 1.3% 411 6.4 1.6%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump energy [MWh] 0.40 0.0% 0.0% 0.40 0.0% 0.0%
Turbine 2 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 1.7 0.80 46% 1.7 0.80 46%
Pump power [MW] 1.6 0.77 49% 1.6 0.78 50%
Power coefficient [-] 0.46 0.0067 1.5% 0.46 0.0099 2.2%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.90 0.098 11% 0.90 0.13 14%
Pump pressure [bar] 411 5.3 1.3% 412 6.5 1.6%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump energy [MWh] 0.39 0.0% 0.0% 0.39 0.0% 0.0%
Collective µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Jet power [MW] 3.2 0.89 28% 3.2 0.92 29%
Generator power [MW] 2.8 0.78 28% 2.8 0.81 29%
Pipeline efficiency [-] 0.99 0.013 1.3% 0.99 0.026 2.6%
Pelton efficiency [-] 0.88 5.4×10−4 0.062% 0.88 6.7×10−4 0.076%
Nozzle pressure [bar] 409 4.9 1.2% 409 6.1 1.5%

E ηmax ηNREL E ηmax ηNREL
Electrical energy [MWh] 0.7 88% 84% 0.69 88% 83%
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6-5 Wind case 3: Near-rated turbulent wind profile

Inspecting the performance of the CEMPC framework at near-rated conditions is impor-
tant, as the controller has to prevent the system from exceeding its design limits. Tuning
a controller to switch smoothly between below- and above-rated operation is generally
considered as a challenge. The performance and behavior of the proposed controller
concepts are evaluated for near-rated wind signals with a 12 m/s mean, displayed in
Figure 6-9. The two wind speed profiles are used as inputs for the first and second wind
turbine, respectively.

The results show a smooth transition between maximizing power capture in below-rated
conditions and excess aerodynamic power rejection in above-rated conditions. Small
pump power overshoots are detected and mitigated by the controller.

Single-turbine control

The power responses, presented in Figure 6-10 show a smooth transition between power
maximization and excess aerodynamic power rejection. However, in both cases (C) and
(D), the rated pump power is occasionally exceeded, as can be seen in the portion of
generated energy obtained by above-rated pump power (EO) and power overshoot (PO)
percentages in Table 6-5. The modeling errors of the internal control model, induced
by omitted system dynamics, contribute to rated pump power overshoots. In the (D)
case, the rated power is crossed more often. This is explained by the limiting pump
displacement variability and the lack of compensation for the effect of the difference in
CEMPC optimized, and ultimately selected pump displacement, discussed in Section
6-3-1.

It can be seen that the standard deviations of the powers decrease as the powers are
maintained more stable when the pump power reached its limit. The pump efficiencies

Figure 6-9: Hub height near-rated wind speed signals with a 12 m/s mean and 19%
turbulence intensity. The true, I&I estimated, rated, and mean wind speeds are depicted
for two wind turbines.
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Table 6-5: Dynamic single-turbine HWF performance at near-rated turbulent wind speeds.
Note that the pump efficiencies are increased, but pipeline efficiency is decreased compared
to the below-rated results due to larger pressure loss at larger flows. This also leads to higher
pump pressures. Nominal nozzle pressure tracking is improved due to added damping in
the hydraulic network. Furthermore, it is clearly seen in EO and PO that the rated pump
power is exceeded more often in the (D) case. Finally, it is seen by ηmax and ηNREL that
the overall plant efficiency is improved.

(C) (D)
Turbine 1 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 4.9 0.90 18% 4.9 0.92 19%
Pump power [MW] 4.6 0.76 16% 4.6 0.80 17%
Jet power [MW] 4.5 0.75 16% 4.6 0.78 17%
Generator power [MW] 4.0 0.66 16% 4.0 0.69 17%
Power coefficient [-] 0.40 0.072 18% 0.41 0.07 17%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.95 0.092 9.7% 0.95 0.096 10%
Pipeline efficiency [-] 0.98 0.016 1.6% 0.98 0.019 1.9%
Pelton efficiency [-] 0.88 9.3×10−4 0.11% 0.88 9.9×10−4 0.11%
Pump pressure [bar] 417 7.6 1.8% 417 8.1 1.9%
Nozzle pressure [bar] 410 6.6 1.6% 410 7.2 1.8%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump Energy [MWh] 1.2 0.04% 0.62% 1.2 0.66% 5.1%

E ηmax ηNREL E ηmax ηNREL
Electrical energy [MWh] 1.0 91% 88% 1.0 92% 89%

increase as the volumetric pump operates closer to its rated conditions, but pipeline ef-
ficiencies decrease due to friction induced by larger flows. This also results in increasing
pump pressures. The nozzle pressure becomes better controllable as the pump displace-
ment values deviate less in rated power conditions and therefore the hydraulic network
is less excited. Finally, the ηmax and ηNREL values show that the efficiency with respect
to the maximum attainable performance and NREL 5-MW performance, respectively, is
increased.
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Figure 6-10: Near-rated single-turbine results for turbulent wind profiles. Note the switch
from a power maximization objective at below-rated conditions and excess aerodynamic
power rejection at above-rated conditions. The rated pump power is occasionally crossed.
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Two-turbine control

The simulated power responses and plant measurements for the rated two-turbine case
are shown in Figure 6-11, and summarized in Table 6-6. Comparing the obtained rated
two-turbine results with the single-turbine results, similar differences are seen as de-
scribed in the below-rated two-turbine turbulent wind case. Note, however, that the
occurrence of overspeeding and overshoot is increased due to a more complex control
problem due to the coupled dynamics of the wind farm.

Table 6-6: Dynamic two-turbine HWF performance of the (C) and (D) cases at near-
rated turbulent wind speed profiles. Similar differences are found between single-turbine
and two-turbine control, as described in the previous subsection and previous wind profile
cases. Note that pump power overshoot values EO and PO of turbine 1 are higher due to
increased control complexity of the coupled dynamics of the two-turbine system.

(C) (D)
Turbine 1 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 4.9 0.91 19% 4.9 0.93 19%
Pump power [MW] 4.6 0.77 17% 4.6 0.80 17%
Power coefficient [-] 0.40 0.073 18% 0.40 0.072 18%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.95 0.093 9.7% 0.95 0.099 10%
Pump pressure [bar] 424 5.5 1.3% 424 6.2 1.5%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump energy [MWh] 1.2 0.044% 0.69% 1.2 0.56% 6.2%
Turbine 2 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 4.8 1 21% 4.8 1.0 21%
Pump power [MW] 4.5 0.88 19% 4.5 0.91 20%
Power coefficient [-] 0.41 0.068 17% 0.41 0.067 16%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.95 0.088 9.2% 0.95 0.097 10%
Pump pressure [bar] 424 5.6 1.3% 424 6.3 1.5%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump energy [MWh] 1.1 0.055% 0.87% 1.1 0.58% 6.2%
Collective µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Jet power [MW] 8.8 1.0 12% 8.8 1 12%
Generator power [MW] 7.8 0.90 12% 7.8 0.92 12%
Pipeline efficiency [-] 0.97 0.0089 0.93% 0.97 0.014 1.4%
Pelton efficiency [-] 0.88 4.6×10−4 0.052% 0.88 5.3×10−4 0.061%
Nozzle pressure [bar] 410 4.0 0.97% 410 4.7 1.2%

E ηmax ηNREL E ηmax ηNREL
Electrical energy [MWh] 1.9 90% 87% 1.9 90% 87%
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Figure 6-11: Near-rated two-turbine results for turbulent wind profiles. Similar controller
behavior is visible as in the single-turbine case and as described in the previous wind cases.
An increased occurrence of overspeeding and overshoot is notable, as the turbine operates
close to its limits more frequently.
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6-6 Wind case 4: Above-rated turbulent wind profile

A similar analysis as the below- and near-rated wind speed cases has been performed
for above-rated wind conditions. However, for reasons of conciseness, these simulation
results are included in Appendix D. Similar results have been found as described for
the above-rated regions in the near-rated turbulent wind cases. However, oscillatory
behavior in the power responses increases as the controller rejects excess aerodynamic
power more aggressively to prevent overspeeding and rated pump power overshoot at
higher wind speeds. For this reason, the rate and intensity of the use of the pump
displacement in above-rated conditions rises. Finally, higher and more frequent rated
power overshoots occur.

6-7 Yearly electrical energy generation estimation

A comparison with the yearly energy generation of CDP-HWFs and conventional NREL
5-MW wind turbines is presented in this section.

Wind speed data from DOWA [77] suggests that the yearly mean wind speed at the No-
orden Waddeneilanden wind farm zone (2008-2017) has been roughly 10 m/s. Therefore,
the potential of the different wind turbine concepts have been examined for a 10 m/s
steady-state wind speed.

When assuming that the conventional wind turbines can be precisely controlled at opti-
mal TSR and have a generator efficiency of 94.4%, the yearly generated electrical energy
of a single turbine is equal to 29.19 GWh. This is enough to provide 10576 Dutch
households (in 2020) with electricity [11].

When performing a 10-minute (600 second) simulation of a single-turbine HWT for the
10 m/s steady-state wind speed case, a generated electrical power of 477.04 kWh is
obtained. When extrapolating this to a yearly generation, a value of 25.07 GWh is
found, enough to supply 9083 households with electricity. The efficiency of the HWT is
85.90% with respect to the reference turbine.

For a two-turbine HWF, the yearly electricity generation is 49.71 GWh. Normalized
with respect to the number of wind turbines, this value becomes 24.85 GWh (9003
households) per wind turbine, which is 85.14% with respect to the reference turbine.

The difference in generated energy between the conventional- and hydraulic-drivetrain
concept wind turbines in the single- and two-turbine case (4.12 GWh and 4.34 GWh)
would have been enough to power, respectively, 1492 and 1572 extra households per wind
turbine. To conclude, the efficiency has dropped by 0.88% by adding a second HWT in
the wind farm.
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6-8 Concluding remarks

From the conducted simulation study, it can be concluded that the proposed scalable
CEMPC framework is capable of controlling single-turbine and two-turbine CDP-HWFs.
Moreover, the displacement selector algorithm can be used to extend this framework to
the domain of DDP-HWFs. Real-time solving of both the system model and CEMPC
framework is achieved in both single-turbine and two-turbine cases.
It is found that the controller framework maximizes the power production for below-rated
conditions using spear position- and pump displacement-based pump torque control. In
the two-turbine cases, blade pitch control is employed in this operational region to com-
pensate for coupled turbine dynamics. The optimal TSR and hence the maximum power
coefficient are not reached, which could be explained by the inclusion of other optimiza-
tion objectives than power maximization. Moreover, errors in available aerodynamic
power approximation could contribute to lower attainable rotor power, -speed, TSR,
and power coefficient. More tuning efforts and a more accurate aerodynamic power
approximation could further improve the controller performance.
In above-rated conditions, the controllers reject excess rotor power to keep the mechan-
ical pump power close to its rated value. It is found that due to modeling errors in
the internal control model of the CEMPC optimization problem, the rated power is
occasionally exceeded, but the overshoot remains low.
The controller framework is capable of determining the correct spear position to maintain
nominal nozzle pressure for steady-state conditions, but is unable to compensate for rapid
pressure transients. Additionally, current pump displacement design prevents the system
to operate optimally in near-rated conditions. Furthermore, larger network flows induce
increased pressure loss, which results in an offset between the nozzle and pump pressures.
This gives rise to decreased drivetrain efficiencies, but the increased pump pressures also
restrict the pumps to produce rated pump flows, which results in decreased maximum
attainable jet power. This shows that there is some room for pump design improvements
to address these problems.
The main difference between the performance of CDP and DDP HWFs is the reduced
DDP torque controllability due to the discrete set of realizable pump displacement values.
This results in the fact that the required pump torque for maximum power capture can
often not be realized. Therefore, the maximum achievable rotor performances and hence
plant power generation are typically lower for this type of HWFs. Moreover, the near-
instantaneous switching in below-rated conditions induces pressure and flow peaks in
the hydraulic network, making the generator response less smooth than in the CDP
cases. It must be noted that the inertia and dynamics of the Pelton generator are not
taken into account in this study. Finally, whereas the pump displacement can be used in
above-rated conditions to mitigate negative effects in CDP-HWTs, DDP-HWTs have a
finite set of pump displacements and frequent switching is prevented by the displacement
selector algorithm. Thereby, DDP-HWTs have less controllability to mitigate negative
effects. Finally, the difference in the CEMPC optimized continuous pump displacement
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value and the ultimately by the displacement selector algorithm selected digital pump
displacement setting is not compensated by any means, resulting in reduced controller
performance.

The main differences between single-turbine and two-turbine performances are the slightly
reduced control performances due to increased control complexity introduced by the cou-
pled system dynamics. This causes problems with obtaining the required torque for ac-
quiring the optimal tip speed ratio. Furthermore, larger offsets between the nozzle and
pump pressures appear due to the increased network flow, leading to decreased wind
farm efficiency. On a positive note, the increase in flow also adds damping to the flow
and pressure responses, which results in lower pressure peak amplitudes and transients,
improving nominal nozzle pressure tracking.

The efficiency with respect to the maximum attainable energy varies between 87%-92%
in the turbulent wind cases. Moreover, the controlled HWFs generate between 83%-90%
of the energy that could be generated by ideally operating NREL 5-MW wind turbines.
Finally, the HWF concept is able to supply the yearly electrical power for roughly 9080
households per wind turbine with a decrease of 0.88% by adding the second wind turbine.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

7-1 Conclusions

This master thesis aims to provide a novel optimization-based controller framework for
maximizing the centralized power generation of hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms (HWFs)
that is yet absent within the existing literature. The convex economic model predictive
control (CEMPC) framework for conventional wind turbines appears promising, but in
its existing form, it is not applicable for the domain of HWFs. For this reason, the
following goal was posed in the Introduction of this thesis:

Thesis goal: Develop a CEMPC framework, maximizing the overall power generation
of individual hydraulic wind turbines and multi-turbine hydraulic wind farms.

The contributions of this thesis aim to stimulate advancements in wind turbine technol-
ogy and facilitate the development of next-generation wind turbines, with the ultimate
goal of lowering the cost of wind energy. To fulfill this goal, the (dynamical) modeling
and control of HWFs and the state-of-the-art CEMPC methods in wind turbine control
were further explored in this thesis. As a result, the existing CEMPC framework for
conventional wind turbines is adapted to be compliant to the domain of HWFs, which
is regarded as a novel contribution. Another novelty of the proposed framework is its
scalability for the control of multiple hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines (HWTs). With
respect to state-of-the-art HWF control, the proposed CEMPC framework provides an
optimization-based control method for the control of continuously variable displacement
pump (CDP)-based HWFs. The framework is able to compute control actions for all
wind turbines such that the overall plant power is maximized. Finally, an additional
algorithm is proposed to extend the applicability of this framework to the domain of
digital displacement pump (DDP)-HWTs. According to the sub-questions stated in the
Introduction, the conclusions on the different parts of this thesis are presented next:
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A simulation study is conducted as a proof of concept. Therefore, an adequate simulation
model was key for the evaluation of the proposed controller framework. Moreover, the
development of a CEMPC compliant internal control model was necessary. For these
reasons, the first research question proposed in this thesis was:

I: How to develop an adequate, turbine scalable hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm simula-
tion model for evaluation purposes, and how can this model be modified for the use as
an internal control model in the CEMPC framework?

The nonlinear rotor dynamics and aerodynamic power capture of HWTs can be described
by the well-known actuator disk model. Static hydraulic pump relations are employed
in combination with varying pump efficiency terms. A linear parameter-varying (LPV)
state-space method is utilized to capture the nonlinear hydraulic network dynamics.
The model simulates water hammering effects and pressure losses due to increased flow.
Simulations show that there are cut-in flow conditions. Flow beneath this point results
in unstable dynamical behavior. To model the nozzle and fixed-speed Pelton generator,
static relations are applied. Finally, the dynamics of spear position, blade pitch angle,
and pump displacement actuators are included using simple first-order actuator models.
Regarding the CEMPC internal control model, the hydraulic- and actuator dynamics are
omitted to be able to conform to the requirements of the convex optimization problem.

Due to differences in working principles, control variables, and system constraints of the
conventional and hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbine concepts, the currently established
CEMPC frameworks in literature are not applicable for HWFs, therefore the following
research question was formulated:

II: How is the existing CEMPC framework for conventional turbines altered for the
control of single-turbine and multi-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms?

In this thesis, the existing framework for conventional wind turbines is adapted for the
domain of HWTs. Additionally, the ability to control multiple turbines in a HWF is pro-
vided. Modifications that have been performed include the development of a simplified
convex, and turbine scalable, internal predictive control model. Moreover, a formulation
of the volumetric pump efficiency as a function of the convex variables, plant measure-
ments, and feedback objectives are employed. Furthermore, a constraint is implemented
to maintain the system within stable flow conditions. Finally, rate-limiting objectives
for the CEMPC predicted states and control inputs are included as an attempt to com-
pensate for system delays.

When controlling HWTs containing a DDP, the choice of pump displacements is limited
to a finite set of realizable settings. The limited pump displacement selection range
has consequences for wind turbine and wind farm performances. Moreover, the control
challenge arises on how to identify and select the desired available pump settings. To
this extent, the following research question is formulated:
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III: How can the control of digital displacement pumps be incorporated within the in II
developed CEMPC framework? And how does the performance differ when controlling
turbines containing continuously variable displacement pumps and digital displacement
pumps?

A supplementary pump displacement selection algorithm is included in the established
controller framework to select the most suited available pump displacement setting of
the DDPs. The selection algorithm prevents excessive switching by employing several
switching logics. When comparing the performance of HWFs containing CDPs and
DDPs, the performance of the two turbine concepts is similar. However, the latter
comprises limited pump torque controllability due to the discrete set of realizable pump
displacement values as the desired pump torque can, in most occasions, not be adopted.
Additionally, whereas the pump displacement can be used in above-rated conditions to
mitigate negative effects in the CDP case, this is typically not possible in the DDP case
due to the limited amount of digital displacement settings and the switching limiting
switching logics of the selection algorithm. Moreover, less smooth generator responses
are acquired due to pressure and flow peaks in the hydraulic network, induced by the
near-instantaneous displacement switching.
Successful real-time application of the CEMPC framework for single-turbine and two-
turbine HWFs is demonstrated in a simulation study. The established controller frame-
work aims to maximize the centralized power production using pump torque control in
below-rated conditions by regulating the spear position and pump displacements. Fur-
thermore, it rejects excess wind power using blade pitch control in above-rated conditions
to maintain rated mechanical pump power. Thereby, the first part of the following sub-
question is answered:
IV: Is the established CEMPC framework, capable of adequately controlling both single
hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines and multi-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms?
How does the overall power generation performance change when extending towards a
multi-turbine wind farm, and what is the performance compared to conventional wind
turbines?

The addition of an extra wind turbine to a single-turbine HWF leads to attenuated
individual rotor controllability due to coupled rotor and drivetrain dynamics. Moreover,
increased pressure losses are induced by the larger flow of the two wind turbines. This
results in reduced collective generator power production. It is shown that the yearly
electrical energy generation drops by 0.88% when adding the second wind turbine.
The considered HWTs are capable of generating roughly 25 GWh a year, enough to
supply about 9080 Dutch households. The power generation efficiency of the HWT
concept with respect to NREL 5-MW reference turbines ranges between 83%-90%. To
reduce the levelized cost of energy, the hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm concept has to
provide at least an equivalent cost reduction over the lifetime of the wind farm. The
scalability in number of controlled turbines of the CEMPC framework could be promising
in realizing this cost reduction.
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7-2 Recommendations for future work

This work has presented advances for a computationally tractable, in turbine scalable,
optimization-based control method for hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbines. In the course
of the research, potential interesting opportunities for further improvements, extensions,
and applications for future work were identified. These recommendations are presented
in this section, which is divided into two subsections. The first subsection summa-
rizes recommendations regarding improvements that could be included in the proposed
CEMPC framework, whereas the second subsection elaborates on potential interesting
extensions and applications of the proposed controller framework.

Recommended improvements for the proposed controller framework

1. The strength of the HWF concept is that by using a shared hydraulic drivetrain,
the construction and maintenance costs can be reduced. The larger the number
of employed wind turbines sharing the same drivetrain, the more cost-efficient the
wind farm will become (in terms of construction and maintenance). The per-
formance of the established CEMPC framework is evaluated for a single-turbine
and two-turbine wind farm. It is recommended to investigate the performance of
controlling larger wind farms.

2. The results of this thesis show that there is room for improvement in the design of
the HWF system. It is recommended to improve the pump design by increasing the
maximum pump displacement. Moreover, a thorough investigation of the pipeline
dimensions and hydraulic characteristics would be valuable to reduce the pressure
loss throughout the system. These improvements may increase the power potential
of the controlled hydraulic-drivetrain wind farms.

3. The obtained results indicate that the power is not maximized as effectively as
physically possible in below-rated conditions. Moreover, in above-rated condi-
tions, the rated pump power is exceeded while this has been constrained in the
optimization program. More extensive tuning efforts could improve the results of
the proposed method. However, part of these negative results can be allocated
to modeling errors within the convex system representation and constraints in the
CEMPC optimization problem. Several recommendations could be made:

(a) The piecewise-linear approximation of the available aerodynamic power, which
is used as an upper bound of the aerodynamic rotor power variable in the opti-
mization problem, regularly leads to a lower estimate of the maximum power
with respect to the true available power. This results in the fact that the
maximum true aerodynamic power can not be attained. To minimize this er-
ror, one could use a piecewise-linear aerodynamic power approximation that
makes use of more affine segments. Moreover, there are other, more accurate
methods to approximate the aerodynamic power [31].
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(b) To consider the nonlinear hydraulic network dynamics in the optimization
process, the inclusion of the LPV model into the internal control model should
be investigated. As the model uses linear relations, this might be possible.
The inputs of the model should be described by available optimization vari-
ables, and the overall system dynamics should stay linear and the constraints
convex. The addition of hydraulic dynamics might enable the explicit de-
scription and optimization of the nozzle pressure or the spear position in the
convex internal model to effectively maintain nominal nozzle pressure.

(c) The incorporated rate-limiting constraints of the aerodynamic power, pump
power, and kinetic rotor energy were introduced in this study as an attempt
to compensate for the omitted actuator dynamics. It would be more effec-
tive if methods could be added that compensate for the actuator dynam-
ics more accurately. This requires additional and transformed aerodynamic
power constraints and additional optimization variables and objectives [18].
The addition of the network dynamics and an explicit optimization variable
for the spear position, described in the previous item, will make the addition
of spear actuator dynamics easier.

(d) The employed simulation model and internal control model of the system
are based on simplified dynamics. In reality, the dynamics of wind turbines
and hydraulic systems are more complex. Therefore, the obtained controller
performances and internal control model accuracy may not be representative
for controlling a real-life HWF. For this reason, it is recommended to develop
a high-fidelity plant model to evaluate the proposed CEMPC framework. A
possible outcome could be that the framework does not perform as well as in
this thesis. This calls for the development of a more accurate (first-principle)
internal control model.
Model-based or model-free adaptive methods in the internal control model
could be useful tools to make the CEMPC framework more suitable for real-
life application, e.g., by employing adaptive estimated parameters or a parallel
Gaussian process to compensate for nonlinear dynamics that are not captured
by the internal model, respectively. Besides minimizing the error between
the internal control model and the controlled real-life system such that the
power maximization objective could be better performed, the adoption of an
adaptive model may also enable the capture of efficiency deterioration due to
external factors or age and wear. In this light, the development of an adaptive
convex internal control model is recommended.

4. To improve nominal nozzle pressure tracking, a feedback with feedforward compen-
sation (FB-FFC) control scheme can be employed [8]. The CEMPC can be used to
calculate the required nozzle area based on the optimized controller inputs, while
an additional simple feedback loop is applied to compensate for smaller and fast
pressure changes in the system to trim the nozzle pressure to the nominal value.
A proof of concept is given in Appendix E, but needs to be further developed.
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5. No measurement noise and dynamics were assumed in this work. To make the
results more realistic, sensor models, considering the noise and dynamic charac-
teristics of the different measurement instruments, should be included. Moreover,
one sampling time step is assumed as control delay. A more thorough investigation
into the communication system in wind turbines should be performed to consider
realistic control delay values.

6. To further improve the computational tractability of the control framework, the
optimization problem could be written as a quadratic programming problem. This
type of optimization problem is intrinsically easier than second-order cone pro-
gramming optimization problems and therefore faster to solve using existing highly
efficient optimizers. A quadratic programming (QP) problem demands a convex,
quadratic objective function and a set of linear equality and inequality constraints
[15]. Hence, modifications are necessary to conform to the abovementioned re-
quirements [18].

7. With regard to the control of the DDP-HWTs, the proposed control framework
does not consider the hybrid nature of the digital displacement pump in the opti-
mization problem. Therefore, the executed control variables are typically not opti-
mal. Even worse, the difference between the optimized continuous pump displace-
ment and the ultimately selected digital pump displacement is not counterbalanced
by any means. For this reason, it is recommended to investigate the applicability
of hybrid optimization methods like mixed-integer programming, and the develop-
ment of a mixed-integer convex economic model predictive control (MICEMPC)
framework for DDP-HWF. If the research is not fruitful, pressure or rotor speed
compensation should be investigated for the rectification of the aforementioned
displacement error.

Potential HWF-CEMPC framework extensions

1. The controller framework in this thesis is designed for the objective of overall
farm power maximization. However, in the state-of-the-art literature about the
CEMPC framework for conventional wind turbines, more extensions and objectives
are applied, such as load mitigation [18, 57], the use of individual pitch control
(IPC) [18], and power smoothing using a complementary energy storage device [57].
Moreover, the author in [60] introduces a LIDAR-assisted CEMPC method and
an adaptive parameter to search for the true optimal tip-speed ratio during wind
turbine operation. The inclusion of wind previewing could substantially improve
the CEMPC predictions and optimized control inputs. Future wind speeds could be
provided by LIDAR measurements [56]. Also, the development of a predictive wake
model to enable wind previewing would be interesting. The CEMPC framework
for HWFs proposed in this thesis is suited for the abovementioned extensions.
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2. The increasing amount of renewable energy sources connected to the grid also
gives rise to challenges. Their power outputs are often fluctuating and uncertain.
This reduces the stability of the grid and increases utility grid power balancing
costs. Authorities have set up grid codes to which wind farms need to comply to
[66]. Wind farms should be able to provide grid balancing services using active
power control [5, 62]. The objective of active power control, as in [6], is not yet
implemented in a convex model predictive control formulation for wind turbines.
Therefore, the development of a reference-based convex model predictive control
framework for HWFs would be necessary. Note that a representation of the Pelton
turbine needs to be included in the CEMPC framework in order to accurately
control the active electrical power of a HWF.

3. Building upon the previously stated recommendation, to use the full potential of
the wind farm, excess electrical power that can not be fed onto the grid could be
redirected towards energy storage units or hydrogen plants in wind farms [1, 23].
Another interesting solution for HWFs is the inclusion of reversed osmosis (RO)
units in an additional side branch of the hydraulic pipeline network [64, 72]. When
the maximum attainable HWF power is higher than required on the electricity
grid, excess power contained in the produced water flow can be redirected towards
the RO units by controlling a flow valve. The redirected water flow is desalinated
by the filters and can be used to produce fresh water. The inclusion of additional
energy storage systems or RO units in the CEMPC framework should be further
investigated.

4. In this study, wake interaction of wind turbines is not regarded, and the developed
CEMPC framework is not capable of mitigating the corresponding negative effects.
However, the development and adoption of wake control methods are considered
as number one priority in wind farm control [73]. Therefore, the development of
an interface that facilitates the possibility to add parallel wake controllers and
wake models to the proposed CEMPC framework would be a valuable extension.
Wake steering, wake induction, and wake mixing could be provided by deriving
yaw angles, rotor power targets, and blade pitch angle references, respectively.
An example could be an additional parallel yaw angle controller which periodically
optimizes the yaw angles based on the mean wind speed directions from, e.g., the
past 15 minutes, as developed in [6]. In this way, the yaw steering controller aims
to maximize the incoming rotor effective wind power.
A more complex combination would be the addition of a wake steering controller
using a predictive dynamic wake model, which provides future wind speeds for all
wind turbines in the farm. This way, wake steering is performed using the yaw
angles provided by the parallel controller, and induction control is performed by
the collaboration of the CEMPC controller and the predictive wake model. Note
that the prediction horizon of the CEMPC should be long enough.
The adoption of IPC in the CEMPC framework as in [18] could enable more
complex wake mixing control strategies in the future.
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Appendix A

Time-Domain Simulation
Parameters

The parameters used in the simulation study and their source or motivation are presented
in the following tables. Note that all the values obtained from Delft Offshore Turbine
(DOT) are fictive.
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Simulation
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
∆ts Plant model sam-

pling time
0.01 s Dinkla [18]

∆ts,MPC CEMPC frame-
work sampling
time

0.2 s Hovgaard [32]

ts,staircase Staircase wind
case simulation
time

600 s -

ts,turbulent Staircase wind
case simulation
time

900 s -

Controller
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
Np MPC prediction

horizon
50 − Hovgaard [32]

∆tMPC MPC time step
size

0.2 s Hovgaard [32]

α1 Power maximiza-
tion weight

2 − Tuning

α2 Rotor power rate
limiting weight

1 − Tuning

α3 Pump power rate
limiting weight

5 − Tuning

α4 Kinetic rotor en-
ergy rate limiting
weight

30 − Tuning

α5 Overspeeding
weight

1 − Tuning

α6 Turnpike weight 2 − Tuning
γ I&I wind speed

estimator gain
15 − Tuning

τs pump displace-
ment selector
threshold

0.2 − Tuning
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Constraints
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
Prated Rated mechanical

pump power
5.3 MW NREL [36]

ωrated Rated rotor speed 1.2671 rads−1 NREL [36]
ωmin Minimum rotor

speed
0.4294 rads−1 NREL [36]

ωmax Maximum rotor
speed

1.6472 rads−1 NREL [36]

ωmax Maximum rotor
speed

1.6472 rads−1 NREL [36]

∆pnom Nominal network
pressure

410 bar DOT

Vmax Maximum pump
displacement

0.1020 m3rad−1 DOT

Vmin Minimum pump
displacement

0.0057 m3rad−1 DOT

smax Maximum spear
position

0.0453 m DOT

βmin Minimum blade
pitch angle

-5 ◦ NREL [36]

βmax Maximum blade
pitch angle

20 ◦ NREL [36]

λ∗ Optimal tip-
speed ratio

6.5 − NREL [36]

CP,max Maximum power
coefficient

0.4622 − NREL [36]

Qcutin Cut-in flow
single-turbine

0.02 m3/s Simulation

Qcutin Cut-in flow two-
turbine

0.016 m3/s Simulation

Wind turbine
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
R Rotor radius 63 m NREL [36]
J Combined mass

moment of inertia
3.59e7 kgm2 NREL [36] & DOT

ρa Density of air 1.225 kgm−3 Mulders [44]
tβ Pitch actuator

time constant
0.5 s Mulders [44]
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Hydraulic pump
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
Vc Constant dis-

placement of
single pump pis-
ton chamber

0.0057 m3/rev DOT

npistons Amount of pump
piston chambers

18 − DOT

ηv,rated Rated volumetric
pump efficiency

0.98 − DOT

ηm,rated Rated mechanical
pump efficiency

0.97 − DOT

Cf Dry friction coef-
ficient

0.02 − Diepeveen [17]

Cs Laminar leakage
coefficient

1e-13 m3s−1Pa−1 Derived in Section 2-2-1

Cdamp Viscous damping
coefficient

2.72e8 Nms Derived in Section 2-2-1

tp Pump displace-
ment actuator
time constant

0.05 s Assumed to be fast

Hydraulic network
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
LL Pipeline branch

length single-
turbine case

1000 m Derived in Section C

LL Pipeline branch
length two-
turbine case

500 m Derived in Section C

RL Pipeline diameter 0.08 m Derived in Section C
ρw Density of seawa-

ter
1026 kgm−3 Van Didden [70]

µ Dynamic viscos-
ity of seawater

1.3e-3 Pas Van Didden [70]

Ee Effective bulk
modulus

2.33e9 Pa Van Didden [70]

ϵL Relative internal
surface roughness

5e-5 − Van Didden [70]
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Spear valve
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
Ns Number of spear

valves
1 − Selected in Section 2-4

Dnz Nozzle diameter
single-turbine
case

0.0299 m Derived in Section 2-4

Dnz Nozzle diameter
two-turbine case

0.0422 m Derived in Section 2-4

α Spear coning an-
gle

50 ◦ Mulders [44]

Cd Discharge coeffi-
cient

0.95 − Laguna [35]

Cv Vena-contracta
coefficient

0.99 − Laguna [35]

ts Spear actuator
time constant

1.63 s Mulders [44]

Pelton turbine
Symbol Description Value Unit Source or motivation
RPCD Runner pitch cir-

cle radius
1.5 m Laguna [35]

ζ Pelton bucket
friction factor

0.9 − Laguna [35]

θ Jet relative angle 165 ◦ Laguna [35]
ηg Generator effi-

ciency
0.944 − NREL [36]
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Appendix B

Two-Turbine Linear
Parameter-Varying Hydraulic

Network Model

When expanding the hydraulic pipeline model, derived in Section 2-3, towards a hy-
draulic network for a two-turbine farm, a model is needed to represent the hydraulic
network connecting the two turbines to the spear valve and Pelton generator. A model
can be constructed assuming two parallel pipeline segments, as shown in Figure B-1,
coming from the two turbines, which come together in one single segment leading to the
spear valve, as shown in Figure B-2. For clarity, the system equations for a single-pipeline
model are restated,

ṗc = 1
CH

Qc, (2-32)

Q̇c = R2
L2

(Qi − Qc) + Q̇i − 1
L2

pc + 1
L2

po, (2-34)

p̈c = R2
CHL2

Qi − R2
L2

ṗc + 1
CH

Q̇i − 1
CHL2

pc + 1
CHL2

po, (2-35)

Three assumptions are made. The first assumption is that the input flow of the third
segment is the sum of the output flows of the two parallel segments

Qi3 = Qo1 + Qo2 = Qi1 − Qc1 + Qi2 − Qc2 , (B-1)
Q̇i3 = Q̇o1 + Q̇o2 = Q̇i1 − Q̇c1 + Q̇i2 − Q̇c2 . (B-2)

Equation (B-2) can be rewritten as
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Figure B-1: Schematic overview of a pipeline segment, described in the electrical analogy.
The inlet, net, and outlet pressure and flow of the pipeline segment are represented by pi,
Qi, pc, Qc, po, and Qo, respectively. The hydraulic resistance, induction, and capacitance
terms are denoted as R1, R2, L1, L2, and C, respectively

Figure B-2: A schematic overview of a multi-turbine hydraulic network model. Each
cylinder represents a pipe segment, as depicted in Figure B-1. The m parallel pipelines
originating from the wind turbines come together in a single pipe segment which leads to
the spear valve. The inlet flow of this final pipeline is determined by the sum of the flows
of its predecessors. It is assumed that the pressure pline is equal for the parallel pipeline
outlets.
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Q̇i3 = 1
L1

pc1 + 1
L2

pc2 + R21
L1

(Qc1 − Qi1) + R22
L2

(Qc2 − Qi2) −
( 1

L1
+ 1

L2

)
pi3 , (B-3)

The second assumption is that the pressure at the end of the first and second pipeline
are equal to the pressure at the inlet of the third collective pipeline.

pi3 = po1 = po2 = pc3 + R13Qi3 + L3Q̇i3 . (B-4)

When substituting (B-1) and (B-3) in (B-4), the following yields

pi3 =
1

L3
1

L1
+ 1

L2
+ 1

L3

pc3 +
R21
L1

− R13
L3

1
L1

+ 1
L2

+ 1
L3

(Qc1 − Qi1) +
R22
L2

− R13
L3

1
L1

+ 1
L2

+ 1
L3

(Qc2 − Qi2)

+
1

L1
1

L1
+ 1

L2
+ 1

L3

pc1 +
1

L2
1

L1
+ 1

L2
+ 1

L3

pc2 .

(B-5)

The third assumption is that the length and diameter of the pipes are equal, therefore the
characteristic terms become L1 = L2 = L3 = LH and C1 = C2 = C3 = CH. Equations
(B-5) and (B-3) can be reduced to

pi3 = 1
3 (pc1 + pc2 + pc3) + R21 − R13

3 (Qc1 − Qi1) + R22 − R13
3 (Qc2 − Qi2) , (B-6)

Q̇i3 = 1
L

(pc1 + pc2) + R21
L

(Qc1 − Qi1) + R22
L

(Qc2 − Qi2) − 2
L

pi3 , (B-7)

when substituting (B-6) back in (B-7) the following relations are found

Q̇i3 = 1
3L

(pc1 + pc2 − 2pc3)+ R21 + 2R13
3L

(Qc1 − Qi1)+ R22 + 2R13
3L

(Qc2 − Qi2) . (B-8)

Using the formulations presented in (2-32), (2-34), (2-35), (B-6), and (B-7), the following
state-space representation of a two-turbine hydraulic network can be constructed:
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Appendix C

Hydraulic Network Analysis

A frequency domain analysis of both the single-turbine and two-turbine hydraulic net-
work model assuming steady-state flow has been performed to find suitable design pa-
rameters. For the two-turbine case, the input flows of the parallel lines are equal and
the flow at the inlet of the collective pipeline is the sum of the upstream flows.
The natural frequency ωn and corresponding damping factor ζn of the system can be
derived using the following equations [44]:

ωn =
√

1
CHLH

, (C-1)

ζn = RH
2

√
CH
LH

. (C-2)

The effects of the pipe segment flow, length, and radius are evaluated in the following
subsections.

Pipeline flow

Larger pipeline flows lead to higher flow velocities, inducing pressure losses due to in-
creased friction. This is captured in the flow dependent resistance term, given in Section
2-3. The increase in resistance at larger flows is visible in Table C-1, which shows the
characteristic values of the resistance (damping), induction (mass inertia), and capaci-
tance (spring stiffness) for different flow inputs. Equations (C-1) and (C-2), show that
an increased flow provides additional damping without altering the natural frequencies
of the system. This is visible as the reduced amplitudes, but same locations of the reso-
nance peaks in Figure C-1. Finally, it is seen in Figure C-1c and Figure C-1d that a flow
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106 Hydraulic Network Analysis

Table C-1: System characteristics for different pipeline flows Q, corresponding to Figure C-
1. The table presents the resistive RH, induction RH, and capacitive CH terms.

Q [m3/s] RH [kgm−4s−1] LH [kgm−4] CH [kg−1m4s2]
0.003 2.40e5 1.20e5 5.10e7 2.55e7 8.59e-9 4.30e-9
0.054 3.16e6 1.58e6 5.10e7 2.55e7 8.59e-9 4.30e-9
0.105 6.04e6 3.02e6 5.10e7 2.55e7 8.59e-9 4.30e-9
0.156 8.91e6 4.45e6 5.10e7 2.55e7 8.59e-9 4.30e-9

(left: single-turbine, right: two-turbine)

increase induce a higher DC gain posed by the input flow Qi. The increased DC gain
may impose control challenges, since there will be increased pressure losses. Accordingly,
an offset between the pressure at the pump pi and spear valve po side will arise, which
makes controlling the pressure at the pump with the spear valve less straightforward.
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Pipeline length

A larger pipeline length corresponds to a longer travel route under which it is exposed
to friction losses, a larger length to cross-sectional area ratio of the pipeline, and a larger
control volume. Accordingly, Table C-2 shows that the values of the resistance, induction,
and capacitance terms gain proportionally with an increase of the pipe segment length.
Considering (C-1), the natural frequency of the system shifts to lower frequencies. This
is clearly seen in Figure C-2 as the shift in resonance peak locations. Furthermore, when
investigating (C-2), damping increases when the pipe length is enlarged. This is evidently
visible as a decrease in resonance peak amplitude in Figure C-2a and Figure C-2b.

(a) Single-turbine (po to pi) (b) Two-turbine (po to pi)

(c) Single-turbine (Qi to pi) (d) Two-turbine (Qi to pi)

Figure C-1: The effect of flow on the bode response of a single-turbine (left) and two-
turbine (right) hydraulic network for the system inputs: outlet pressure po (top) and inlet
flow Qi (bottom), to the system output: inlet pressure pi. The pipeline flow influences the
damping and DC gain of the system.
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108 Hydraulic Network Analysis

Another effect that arises when increasing the pipeline length, is an increase of DC gain
in the bode which represents the influence of the inlet flow Qi on the inlet pressure pi,
which can be clearly seen in Figure C-2c and Figure C-2d.
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Table C-2: System characteristics for different pipeline Lengths LL, corresponding to the
results in Figure C-2. The table presents the resistive RH, induction RH, and capacitive CH
terms.

LL [m] RH [kgm−4s−1] LH [kgm−4] CH [kg−1m4s2]
500 1.20e5 2.55e7 4.30e-9
1000 2.40e5 5.10e7 8.59e-9
1500 3.59e5 7.65e7 1.29e-8
2000 4.79e8 1.02e8 1.72e-8

(left: single-turbine, right: two-turbine)

(a) Single-turbine (po to pi) (b) Two-turbine (po to pi)

(c) Single-turbine (Qi to pi) (d) Two-turbine (Qi to pi)

Figure C-2: Influence of different pipeline lengths on the bode response of a single-turbine
(left) and two-turbine (right) hydraulic network for the system inputs: outlet pressure po
(top) and inlet flow Qi (bottom), to the system output: inlet pressure pi. The pipeline
influences the damping, natural frequencies, and DC gain of the system.
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Pipeline radius

A larger pipeline radius corresponds to a lower pipe surface to fluid volume ratio, which
reduces surface friction, a lower length to cross-sectional area ratio, and a larger control
volume. Therefore, widening the pipeline results in decreasing resistance and induction
terms, while the capacitive term increases, shown in Table C-3.

From the values in the table a relation of a change in radius and the change in hydraulic
system terms LH and CH can be found:

nRL −→ 1
4

(n−2)
LH, (C-3)

nRL −→ 4(n−2)CH, (C-4)

where n represents the factor of change in radius. Looking at the obtained relations and
the equation in (C-1), it can be concluded that the natural frequencies of the system do
not change for alterations of the pipeline radius, since the increase and decrease of LH
and CH are complementary. This is visible in Figure C-3 as the resonance peaks do not
change in frequency location.

When investigating the amplitude of the resonance peaks in Figure C-3, it is seen that
an increase of the pipeline radius results in deteriorated damping. Finally, Figure C-3c
and Figure C-3d show that the by enlarging the radius of the pipeline, the DC gain of
the Qi to pi response is decreased.

Pipeline characteristics
RL [m] RH [kgm−4s−1] LH [kgm−4] CH [kg−1m4s2]
0.025 8.03e7 5.23e8 8.39e-10
0.050 2.40e6 1.31e8 3.36e-9
0.075 3.28e5 5.81e7 7.55e-9
0.10 8.15e4 3.27e7 1.34e-8

(left: single-turbine, right: two-turbine)

Table C-3: System characteristics for different pipeline radii RL, corresponding to the re-
sults of Figure C-3. The upper table presents the resistive RH, induction RH, and capacitive
CH terms. The lower table describes the following properties of a single-turbine (left values)
and two-turbine (right values) hydraulic system model: phase margin PM, gain margin GM,
and bandwidth ωb.
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(a) Single-turbine (po to pi) (b) Two-turbine (po to pi)

(c) Single-turbine (Qi to pi) (d) Two-turbine (Qi to pi)

Figure C-3: Influence of different pipeline radii on the bode response of a single-turbine
(left) and two-turbine (right) hydraulic network for the system inputs: outlet pressure po
(top) and inlet flow Qi (bottom), to the system output: inlet pressure pi. The pipeline
influences the damping and DC gain of the system. The natural frequencies remain un-
changed.

Selecting network parameters

As seen in the previous two subsections, the characteristics of the network model can be
tuned using the pipeline branch length LL and the pipeline radius RL. When choosing
the values of LL and RL, one should also consider their effect on the stability of the
controlled system, the bandwidth (system delay), and the increase in DC gain posed by
the input flow Qi. Time domain tuning is performed to find desired pipeline length and
radius values for a stable and efficient controlled system.

The increase of the pipeline length adds damping and stability to the system, but causes
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larger pressure losses due to increased DC gain, moreover a larger system delay arises.
These negative effects can be partially mitigated by enlarging the pipeline diameter.
However, this decreases damping.

The tuned system parameters are given in Table C-4. The single-turbine configuration
consists of a single pipeline segment, and the two-turbine of two parallel and one collec-
tive pipeline segment. It is assumed that a pipeline segment is built up by two branches
with equal lengths LL. Therefore, the total pipeline length, in which fluid flows from
pump to spear valve, of the single and two-turbine configuration cases become 2LL and
4LL, respectively. This means that the total pipeline length for both cases becomes
Ltot = 2000 meters.

Configuration LL [m] RL [m]
Single-turbine 1000 0.08
Two-turbine 500 0.08

Table C-4: Chosen network parameters for the pipeline segment branch length LL and the
pipeline diameter RL.

Cut-in flow

As discussed in the previous sections, the flow has an effect on the damping and stability
of the system. It is found that when the flow surpasses a certain cut-in flow lower bound,
the controlled system becomes unstable. From the bode plot in Figure C-4 it can be seen
that the phase margin of the hydraulic network model itself diminishes for smaller flows.
Therefore, when adding the controller to the loop, the system could become unstable.

To find the value of this flow for the closed loop controller system, a declining ramp wind
speed input is fed to the controlled system, shown in Figure C-5a. Note that the wind
speed for turbine 1 is used for the single turbine case.

The resulting flows are given in Figure C-5. It is found that the cut-in pump flow for the
single-turbine and two-turbine case are roughly 0.02 m3/s and 0.0157 m3/s, respectively.
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Figure C-4: Bode plot of the single turbine case showing the flow dependency. Note that
the phase margin diminishes for smaller flows.
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(a) Hub height decreasing ramp wind speed signals for two wind turbines.

(b) Single-turbine flow.

(c) Multi-turbine flow.

Figure C-5: Flow response of the controlled single-turbine and two-turbine system depen-
dent on the ramp wind speed. The cut-in pump flow conditions can be found at the point
where the nozzle flow becomes unstable.
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Appendix D

Additional simulation results

This appendix encompasses additional simulation results not shown in Chapter 6 due to
conciseness.

D-1 Wind case 1: Staircase throughout operating regime

In real-world scenarios, it is very unlikely that two turbines experience the exact same
wind speed. Therefore, a situation where the second turbine experiences a different wind
speed signal, given in Figure 6-2, is investigated: the wind speed signal of the second
wind turbine is maintained at 7 m/s while the wind speed of the first turbine increases
following the staircase signal used in the single-turbine case. These wind profiles are
chosen to investigate the effect of diverging wind speeds throughout the wind farm, the
resulting responses are presented in Figure D-1.
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Figure D-1: Staircase two-turbine results. The upper plots show the power responses of
the (C) and (D) case. Note that the depicted pump power is the mechanical pump power.
The plant measurements are presented in the lower plots.
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D-2 Wind case 4: Above-rated turbulent wind profile 117

D-2 Wind case 4: Above-rated turbulent wind profile

The final wind case for which the convex economic model predictive control (CEMPC)
framework performance is analyzed is for the above-rated wind speed signals, shown in
Figure D-2.

Single-turbine control

Figure D-3 shows the single-turbine above-rated results, which are summarized in Ta-
ble D-1. The power graphs show that the controllers are capable of maintaining the pump
power around the rated value. Due to overspeeding and model-mismatches between the
true system model and convex internal control model, the rated power is occasionally
surpassed, also seen by the EO and PO values in Table D-1. The rotor speed is mainly
regulated using the blade pitch angles, but small pump displacement activity is also
visible.

The overall controlled system behavior resembles that of the above-rated regions of the
rated wind profile case. When comparing the (C) and (D) case, it can be seen that
the controller performs slightly worse in maintaining the rated power objective, seen by
the higher rated pump power exceeded energy and power overshoot values EO and PO,
respectively. Possible explanations are given in Section 6-4 and Section 6-5.

Figure D-2: Hub height above-rated wind speed signals with a 16 m/s mean. The true,
immersion and invariance (I&I) estimated, rated, and mean wind speeds are depicted for
two wind turbines.
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Figure D-3: Above-rated single-turbine results. The upper plots show the power responses
of the (C) and (D) case. Note that the depicted pump power is the mechanical pump
power. The plant measurements are presented in the lower plots.
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Table D-1: Dynamic single-turbine hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm (HWF) performance of
the continuously variable displacement pump (CDP) and digital displacement pump (DDP)
case at above-rated turbulent wind speeds. The mean µ and standard deviations σ and σ/µ
of various parameters are presented. Total produced energies are given by E, the portion that
is obtained by above-rated powers by EO, and maximum overshoots by PO, ηmax describes
the efficiency with respect to the maximum attainable power maximum pump and generator
efficiencies. The efficiency compared to National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5-
MW reference turbines is denoted by ηNREL. Note that the mechanical pump power is
presented in this table.

(C) (D)
Turbine 1 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 5.5 0.40 7.4% 5.5 0.38 6.9%
Pump power [MW] 5.2 0.033 0.63% 5.3 0.093 1.8%
Jet power [MW] 5.1 0.027 0.53% 5.1 0.085 1.7%
Generator power [MW] 4.5 0.024 0.54% 4.5 0.076 1.7%
Power coefficient [-] 0.21 0.083 39% 0.22 0.083 39%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.95 0.07 7.3% 0.95 0.064 6.7%
Pipeline efficiency [-] 0.98 0.0033 0.34% 0.98 0.0079 0.81%
Pelton efficiency [-] 0.88 0.00011 0.012% 0.88 0.00019 0.021%
Pump pressure [bar] 419 1.1 0.25% 419 2.0 0.49%
Nozzle pressure [bar] 410 0.94 0.23% 410 1.7 0.41%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump Energy [MWh] 1.3 0.14% 1.2% 1.3 1.5% 5.4%

E ηmax ηNREL E ηmax ηNREL
Electrical energy [MWh] 1.1 91% 89% 1.1 92% 90%
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Two-turbine control

The two-turbine above-rated results are presented in Figure D-4 and summarized in
Table D-2. When comparing the two-turbine results with the single-turbine controller
results, similar differences have been found as described in the previous wind cases. A
difference in controller behavior, however, is that the two-turbine controller makes more
use of the pump displacements to maintain the pump power beneath the rated value.
Even the (D) case shows rapid digital pump displacement switching. It is probable that
this is necessary due to increased above-rated wind speed deviation intensity.

Table D-2: Dynamic two-turbine HWF performance of the CDP and DDP case at above-
rated turbulent wind speeds. The mean µ and standard deviations σ and σ/µ of various
parameters are presented. Total produced energies are given by E, the portion that is
obtained by above-rated powers by EO, and maximum overshoots by PO, ηmax describes
the efficiency with respect to the maximum attainable power maximum pump and generator
efficiencies. The efficiency compared to NREL 5-MW reference turbines is denoted by
ηNREL. Note that the mechanical pump power is presented in this table.

(C) (D)
Turbine 1 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 5.5 0.46 8.4% 5.5 0.47 8.6%
Pump power [MW] 5.2 0.032 0.61% 5.2 0.11 2.1%
Power coefficient [-] 0.21 0.084 39% 0.21 0.085 40%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.96 0.079 8.3% 0.96 0.077 8.1%
Pump pressure [bar] 430 0.89 0.21% 430 2.3 0.54%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump energy [MWh] 1.3 0.14% 1.2% 1.3 0.96% 6.5%
Turbine 2 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 5.5 0.49 8.9% 5.5 0.52 9.5%
Pump power [MW] 5.2 0.033 0.64% 5.2 0.12 2.2%
Power coefficient [-] 0.21 0.086 41% 0.21 0.087 41%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.96 0.085 8.9% 0.96 0.083 8.7%
Pump pressure [bar] 430 0.90 0.21% 430 2.3 0.54%

E EO PO E EO PO
Pump energy [MWh] 1.3 0.14% 1.1% 1.3 0.96% 6.5%
Collective µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Jet power [MW] 9.9 0.039 0.39% 10 0.15 1.5%
Generator power [MW] 8.7 0.035 0.40% 8.8 0.14 1.6%
Pipeline efficiency [-] 0.96 0.0022 0.23% 0.96 0.0092 0.96%
Pelton efficiency [-] 0.88 8.4e-05 0.0095% 0.88 0.00022 0.026%
Nozzle pressure [bar] 410 0.75 0.18% 410 2.0 0.5%

E ηmax ηNREL E ηmax ηNREL
Electrical energy [MWh] 2.2 89% 87% 2.2 89% 88%
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Figure D-4: Above-rated two-turbine results. The upper plots show the power responses of
the (C) and (D) case. Note that the depicted pump power is the mechanical pump power.
The plant measurements are presented in the lower plots.
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Appendix E

Feedback-feedforward compensation
spear valve controller

As the synthesized convex economic model predictive control (CEMPC) framework is
not able to adequately control the nozzle pressure, an additional feedback loop can be
included to trim the pressure to its nominal value. The CEMPC controller is used to
calculate an initial guess of the desired spear valve area, based on the optimized control
variables and plant measurements. This value is used as a feedforward signal. The
feedback loop, containing a simple proportional gain KP = −5e−10, is used for trimming
the pressure to the required value. This concept is known as feedback with feedforward
compensation (FB-FFC) and is used in non-linear control of mechanical actuators similar
to the presented application [9]. A schematic overview of the implemented system is given
in Figure E-1.

The results of the original CEMPC framework and FB-FFC-aided controller framework,
subjected to the rated wind speed signals used in Section 6-5, are shown in Figure E-2
and in Table E-1. It is seen that the hybrid controller is much better at handling fast
variations in pressure, leading to improved nominal nozzle pressure control, showing
more stable nozzle and pump pressure responses. In terms of power production and
efficiencies, there are no significant changes as seen in Table E-1. However, it can be
seen that standard deviations of the FB-FFC-aided CEMPC case are reduced, mainly
in the pressure deviations.
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Convex
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Figure E-1: A control diagram that shows the dependencies between different control
components and the investigated HWF. A rotor-effective wind speed estimates v̂n of the
wind speeds vn acting on each wind turbine n is provided to the implemented CEMPC block
by an immersion and invariance (I&I) wind speed estimator. Other inputs of the controller
comprise measurements of the blade pitch angles βn, pump torques τp,n, rotor speeds ωn,
pump pressures pp,n, and nozzle pressure pnz. The optimized controller outputs consist of
the solution trajectories of the pump displacements Vp,n, blade pitch angles βn, and spear
valve area Aref . The solutions of the first time step in the predicted horizon are selected
and linearly interpolated to avoid large input transients. The optimized nozzle area Aref is
summed with the feedback signal AP, created by the proportional gain P , and fed into the
spear position compensator. The resulting spear position sref and the optimized blade pitch
angles βref,n and pump displacement values Vref,n are used as inputs of the system model
of the hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm (HWF).
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(a) Power response.

(b) Pressure response.

Figure E-2: Rated two-turbine results using the proposed feedback with feedforward com-
pensation method. The upper plots show the power responses of the (C) and (D) case.
Note that the depicted pump power is the mechanical pump power. The plant measure-
ments are presented in the lower plots.
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Table E-1: Dynamic two-turbine HWF performance of the original and FB-FFC case at
rated turbulent wind speeds. The mean µ and standard deviations σ and σ/µ of various
parameters are presented. Total produced energies are given by E, the portion that is
obtained by above-rated powers by PE, and maximum overshoots by PO, ηmax describes
the efficiency with respect to the maximum attainable power maximum pump and generator
efficiencies. The efficiency compared to National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5-
MW reference turbines is denoted by ηNREL. Note that the mechanical pump power is
presented in this table.

(C) (D)
Turbine 1 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 4.9 0.91 19% 4.9 0.93 19%
Pump power [MW] 4.6 0.77 17% 4.6 0.80 17%
Power coefficient [-] 0.40 0.073 18% 0.40 0.072 18%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.95 0.093 9.7% 0.95 0.093 9.7%
Pump pressure [bar] 424 5.5 1.3% 424 3.0 0.71%

E PE PO E PE PO
Pump energy [MWh] 1.2 0.044% 0.69% 1.2 0.042% 0.69%
Turbine 2 µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Rotor power [MW] 4.8 1.0 21% 4.8 1.0 21%
Pump power [MW] 4.5 0.88 19% 4.5 0.88 19%
Power coefficient [-] 0.41 0.068 17% 0.41 0.068 17%
Pump efficiency [-] 0.95 0.088 9.2% 0.95 0.088 9.3%
Pump pressure [bar] 424 5.6 1.3% 424 3.2 0.75%

E PE PO E PE PO
Pump energy [MWh] 1.1 0.055% 0.87% 1.1 0.050% 0.79%
Collective µ σ σ/µ µ σ σ/µ

Jet power [MW] 8.8 1.0 12% 8.8 1.0 11%
Generator power [MW] 7.8 0.90 12% 7.8 0.89 11%
Pipeline efficiency [-] 0.97 0.0089 0.93% 0.97 0.0068 0.7%
Pelton efficiency [-] 0.88 0.00046 0.052% 0.88 2.9e-5 0.0033%
Nozzle pressure [bar] 410 4.0 0.97% 410 0.26 0.063%

E ηmax ηNREL E ηmax ηNREL
Electrical energy [MWh] 1.9 90% 87% 1.9 90% 87%
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Glossary

List of Acronyms

ADM actuator disk model
APC active power control
CDP continuously variable displacement pump
CEMPC convex economic model predictive control
CMPC convex model predictive control
DDP digital displacement pump
DOT Delft Offshore Turbine
DOWA Dutch Offshore Wind Atlas
EMPC economic model predictive control
FB-FFC feedback with feedforward compensation
HWF hydraulic-drivetrain wind farm
HWT hydraulic-drivetrain wind turbine
IEC International Electrotechnical Comission
I&I immersion and invariance
IPC individual pitch control
LCOE levelized cost of energy
LIDAR light detection and ranging
LPV linear parameter-varying
MICEMPC mixed-integer convex economic model predictive control
MIMO multi-input, multi-output
MPC model predictive control
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MPPT maximum power point tracking
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory
NTM Normal Turbulence Model
OTEC ocean thermal energy conversion
PCD pitch circle diameter
PI proportional-integral
PID proportional-integral-derivative
QP quadratic programming
RO reversed osmosis
SOCP second-order cone programming
TSR tip-speed ratio
WC wake control
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